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ABSTRACT 

D. H. Lawrence, in the last years of his life, under

went a radical change in philosophy which becomes evident 

in a comparison of his early novels to his final novel and 

stories. In his early novels, Lawrence is concerned with 

reconciling the dichotomy between the bodies and the minds 

of his protagonists. According to Lawrence, balance between 

the mental and physical faculties is essential to all suc

cessful individuals and harmonious relationships, and those 

characters who are incapable of achieving equilibrium ul

timately fail and are rejected or destroyed. In both Sons 

and Lovers and The Rainbow, the protagonists learn to ap

preciate balance by experiencing unsuccessful relationships. 

In Women in Love, the comparatively harmonious relationship 

of Birkin and Ursula is contrasted to the destructive re

lationship of Gerald and Gudrun. Lawrence's early novels 

illustrate that individuals must first achieve balance with

in themselves before they can establish stable relationships 

with others. 

Twelve years later, in Lady Chatterley's Lover, Lawrence 

reverses himself: balance is no longer deemed a viable 

solution. Following World I, the emphasis on intellectualism 

haid. become so intense that Lawrence felt that a solution 



mu c h mor e dr as t ic th an me r e ba lance was call ed f or. Co nnie 

Chatte r ley, t he protagoni st of Lady Chatt erl ey's Love r , 

doe s not seek a balan ced life. Wh en she has be come com

plet el y disillusioned with the sterility of the mental 

li f e , she graduall y strips herself o f every vestige of in

te llectualism and totall y embraces the physical life of 

Me llors. The change which occurs in Connie is more than 

a conversi on; it is a resurrection of the body . A similar 

pattern of disillusionment , sacrifice , and resurrection is 

found in both of Lawrence's final novellas, The Virgin and 

the Gips y and The Man Who Di e d. Lawrence no longer strives 

f or balance within his characters and their relationships; 

rather , he tries to demonstrate to his readers the possibilit y 

of and the necessity for the resurrection of the body. The 

turn to the body, the total emphasis on the physical aspects 

of life, is for Lawrence an antidote to the overwhelming 

intellectualism whi c h he sees poisoning and perverting every 

aspect of life. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

T. S. Eliot in his essay, "The Metaphysical Poets," 

mourns the loss of unity in English poetry. He writes 

that "It is something which had happened to the mind of 

England between the time of Donne or Lord Herbert of Cher

bury and the time of Tennyson and Browning; it is the dif

ference between the intellectual poet and the reflective 

1 
poet." The "something" which happened was a dichotomy 

in the individual's view of life. No longer does the 

poet combine and condense emotion and thought into a single 

expression such as Donne's chilling image: "A bracelet 

of bright hair about the bone. " Modern poets, reflecting 

modern society, see the world from either a sensual or 

intellectual viewpoint. The minds of England and the 

minds of the entire industrialized world have become in

capable of combining emotional feeling with intellectual 

thought. 

Eliot's term for the lack of unit y in modern British 

poetrv is "dissociation of sensibilit y ." Although Eliot 

was describing poetry , this same dissociation of sensibility 

1T. s. Elio t , "The Metaphysical Poets" in The Norton 
Anthology of En glish Literature, ed . M.H. Abrams(New 
York: W.W . Norton7975) , p. 2565. 

1 
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was detec ted in lif e and described by twentieth century 

au t hors. Principal among these writers is D. H. Lawrence. 

The fragmentation or split of the individual per

sonality is a theme which is consistent throughout Lawrence's 

writing. Lawrence's early novels are populated by characters 

whose personalities are only partially developed and by pro

tagonists who strive to achieve balance within themselves 

and within their relationships. In Sons and Lovers, Lawrence 

projects a pessimistic attitude about the possibility of a 

harmonious relationship, and he becomes increasingly pessimis

tic through Women In Love. Finally, twelve years after Women 

In Love, Lawrence discards the goal of balance entirely and 

seeks a solution to our tragic modern age in the resurrection 

of the body. 

The critic who has been the most influential on the 

concept of duality in Lawrence's writing is H. M. Daleski. 

In his book, The Forked Flame , Daleski has compiled two 

comprehensive lists of traits which he has , unfortunately, 

tied to gender. Generally , the masculine traits are asser

tive and mental while the feminine t raits are passive and 

$ensual. However , Daleski's scheme of duality is too com

plex and , thus , is inappropriate f or many of Lawrence's 

charac ters . Perhaps the most intriguing quality common to 

many Lawrencian heroine s is that the y frequently prove to 

be stronger than the mas culine charac ters. Daleski has so 

c l os e l y tied gender t o character traits and motives that he 
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has ca t ego rized Lady Chatterley's Lover as a feminine novel 

be cause o f the theme of tenderness. Therefore, he views 

the anal penetration scene as a flaw to the feminine theme. 

To Daleski, Lawrence has suddenly reverted to masculine 

domination, and, thus, spoiled the flow of the plot. Daleski 

has entirely missed the sacrificial implications of the scene 

which are necessary to perfect Connie's resurrection. 

In The Dark Sun, Graham Hough also relates Lawrence's 

duality to gender. Actually his conception of the Lawrencian 

duality is remarkably similar to H.M. Daleski's and, like 

Daleski's, also ultimately unsatisfactory. Hough has based 

his scheme of duality on Lawrence's essay, "The Crown, " in 

which the unending struggle of the lion and the unicorn 

creates an eternal balance. The lion represents the mental, 

assertive, masculine traits , and the unicorn represents the 

sensual , passive, feminine traits. Although "The Crown" is 

a fascinating explication by Lawrence of his theories, one 

would do better to heed Lawrence's advice to "Never trust 

2 
the artist. Trust the tale. " Lawrence's writing abounds 

with characters who do not fit Hough ' s mold: for example, 

the first two characters introduced in Sons and Lovers are 

Gertrude and Walter Morel; she is intellectual and assertive; 

he is sensual and passive. Such exceptions demonstrate that 

Lawrence's duality cannot be tied to gender. Furthermore, the 

2D. H. Lawrence , Studies in Classic American Literature 
(New York: Viking Press , 1968) , p. 2. 
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complexit y of Lawrence's characterization defies such a 

narrow, specific scheme of traits: that is, Clifford 

Chatterley a nd the Wragby group are both intellectual and 

passive. Such over-elaborate paradigms of Lawrence's 

duality distort his meaning. 

In The Love Ethic of~-~- Lawrence, Mark Spilka has 

reduced Lawrence's duality to a very workable dichotomy 

which opposes passion to reason. However, Spilka com

pletely overlooks the significance of Lawrence's shift 

in emphasis from his early to his final works. Spilka 

writes: 

Indeed, the resurrection or destruction of the 
human soul, within the living body, was the major 
theme of all his work; and by resurrection Lawrence 
meant no more, and in all fairness, no less, than 
emergence into a greater fullness of being: hence 
the struggle to transcend mere "blood-intimacy" 
with the life-force in The Rainbow; or the struggle 
to regain that lost vitality in Lady Chatterley's 
Lover, after the long trek around the world had 
convinced Lawrence of the general sterility of modern 
life.3 

One cannot disagree with Spilka's statement except to note 

that he makes no distinction between the resurrection of 

Ursula in The Rainbow , in which she comes to the recognition 

of the importance of a mentally-physically balanced life, 

and the resurrection of Connie in Lady Chatterley's Lover, 

in which Connie embraces the physical to the utter exclusion 

of the mental. Furthermore, when discussing the series of 

3Mark Spilka, The Love Ethic of D. H. Lawrence 
( Bloomingt on, Indiana: University Press,-1955), p. 23. 
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l ove s ce ne s betwee n Conni e and Mellors, Spilka stat es: 

"Gr ante d tha t suc h passage s, in cl ose succession, sometimes 

leave us with the very sense of choked and unresolved 

' blood- intimacy' which Lawrence himself deplored in The 

Ral. nbow. 11 4 Sp1· 1ka ha t h s no seen tat Lawrence has reversed 

himself; in his final period Lawrence is no longer advocating 

a mental-physical balance but, rather , the pure sensuality 

of blood intimacy which is "the greater fullness of being" 

that constitutes the resurrection of the body . 

An interesting and e fficient scheme of Lawrence's duality 

has been compiled by Scot~ Sanders in his book, Q.~. Lawrence: 

The World of the Five Majb r Novels. Basic dichotomies in 

the no vels, according to Sanders , inc lude: nature-culture, 

unconscious-conscious , body-mind, na t ural self-social self, 

and instinct-idea . 5 In addition to the general paradigm 

applic able to all o f t he ma j or novel s , he has also constructed 

more specific paradi gms fo r e ach of th e individual novels. 

Sanders' scheme is more us e ful th an Da leski ' s since it is 

gene rat ed by theme and charact e r de ve l opment instead of pre

conceived notions o f c haracteristics pr oper t o one sex or the 

other. 

4Ibid. , p . 188. 

5Scot t Sa nde r s, Q. H. Lawre nce: The World of the Five 
Major Nov e ls (New Yor k : Vikin g Pr es s , 1973 ), p. 13. 
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Despite his otherwise careful work on Lawrence's 

duality, Sanders uses the term "resurrection" very loosely. 

Among the characters he counts as resurrected are Mellors, 

the gypsy, Paul Morel and Rupert Birkin. 6 According to 

Sanders, any character who falls ill and recovers is resur

rected. Usually it is understood that one who undergoes 

resurrection gains a drastically altered outlook; yet none 

of the previously listed characters is drastically changed 

in the course of the novel. Conversely, Connie is trans

formed, but Sanders sees her resurrection as incomplete. 

He reaches this conclusion by applying the Fisher King Myth; 

at the conclusion of Lady Chatterley's Lover fertility has 

not returned to the land (or to Clifford Chatterley, for 

7 
that matter). Sanders ' error is in seeing Mellors as the 

protagonist rather than Connie. 

Lawrence's idea of resurrection of the body is perverted 

by Kingsley Widmer in The Art of Perversity. In reference 

to Lawrence's novella The Virgin and the Gypsy, Widmer 
' -- --~- -- -- -..:C....:....~ 

identifies not only the gypsy , but the major, as resurrected 

men. "The major goes on to further identify himself with 

th the (the maJ·or) is also a 'resurrected' the gypsy by adding a 

man. Like the gypsy, the virile man almost died, then mira-

culously returned to life. Men who have reached death and 

6Ibid., p. 202. 

7Ibid. , pp. 202-203. 
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retur ne d know the ultimate and pure value of desire, which 

super s edes all other values. The reborn man is ruled only 

by the r oyalty of his feelings. 118 It is clear that Widmer 

errs in viewing the major as Lawrence's spokesman. The 

major's "resurrection" is obviously a travesty. He is 

hardly Lawrence ' s idea of a vital, physical male; he spends 

his time polishing the car and washing dishes. His appre

ciation for "desire" as opposed to "appetite" is the envy 

of a man who never felt "desire. " Furthermore, the major 

admits that he was unchanged by his resurrection. But the 

resurrection of the body implies an elevation to a higher 

plane of existence; this exaltation is totally lacking in 

the resurrection of the major and, for that matter, the 

resurrection of the gypsy. Resurrection should not be 

confused with recovery . 

Moreover, Widmer continues to misread Lawrence in 

the instance of Yvette ' s resurrect ion: " A small but new 

heroism has been added to dail y life by her regeneration 

in passion, and she descends the ladder to her loving 

family." 9 While it is true that Yvette's ability to descend 

the ladder is s ymbolic of her new ability to face the world 

realistically ~nd to acknowledge and appreciate her own 

passion, no "loving family " waits at the foot of the ladder, 

8 . 1 w· d The Art of Perve rsit y: ~-~- Lawrence's 
Kings ey i mer, -- -- -. h . t p 

Shorter Fiction (Seattle: Uni ve rsit y of Was ing on ress, 
1962), pp. 183-184. 

9 rbid. , p. 186. 
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and Widme r ' s de scription of them as such is truly perverse. 

Like Mark Spilka, Julian Moynahan also overlooks the 

radical change in Lawrence ' s philosophy in his book, The 

~ of Life . Moynahan admits that Lawrence co ntrasts the 

mental and physical aspects of life, but, in his opinion , 

Lawrence has always favored the physical. "In Lawrence 

generally the ground of all value is physical experience. 

This is both his characteristic limitation and the theme 

that unifies all his works - -fiction, poetry, essays, and 

treatise . The only reality and the only marvel is to be 

alive in the flesh . 1110 Moynahan's statement is easily 

disproved . Before Lady Chatterley's Lover , none of the 

protagonists in Lawrence ' s major novels advocated an en

tirely physical life as a means of achieving harmony. 

Totally physical characters are rejected by the protago

nists who are seeking balance . Furthermore, Moynahan 

ignores the idea of resurrection in Lady Chatterley's 

Lover; in his opinion, Connie has "crossed over " from 

the "unvital" to the "vital" world the moment she enters 

the hut. 11 She is saved from the "unvit al " world, but she 

is not resurrected. For Moynahan, the following six love 

scenes have no real function in the development of the novel. 

lOJulian Moynahan, The Deed of 
Tales of D. H. Lawrence (Princeton: 
Press, 1963)~ pp.151-152. 

11 rbid., p.166 . 

Life: The Novels and 
Princeton University 
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Donald Gutierrez, in his comprehensive and scholarly 

essay, "Lapsing Out: Ideas of Mortality and Immortality 

in Lawrence," traces a pattern of death and rebirth through

out Lawrence's novels and poems. For Gutierrez, the resur

rected individual is one who denies the self-will and 

realizes the existence of a universal spirit. Of course, 

the protagonist's denial of his self-will is a primary 

theme throughout Lawrence's writing; however, even though 

Gutierrez uses The Man Who Died as a principal example, 

he ignores the implications of the death of the spiritual 

self and the rebirth of a truly physical entity. By de

fining resurrection as merely the death of the self-will, 

Gutierrez dismisses the concept of duality and, thus, is 

unable to see the change between early and later Lawrencian 

philosophy. 

Perhaps the harshest critic of Lawrence's final period 

is Marguerite Beede Howe. In The Art of Self she suggests 

that "The deadness in Lady Chatterley's Lover is not only 

a function of Lawrence's fatalism , it is also a function of 

the book's form. The novel is an example of what happens 

when fiction ceases to be a process of discovery and be-
. 1112 

comes instead an act of summary and recapitulaiton. 

12Marguerite Beede Howe,~ Art of Self in J2. H.. 
Lawrence (Athens: University of Ohio Press, 1977 ), p. 134 , 
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Additionally, Howe v iews Lawrence's apparent shift 

in emphasis to the physical life as merely the farewell 

of an ill and dying Lawrence to the physical life. Howe 

bases her book on the concept of balance which Lawrence 

advocated in his early novels. Because Howe defines the 

unity of self as the balance between the body and the mind, 

it is difficult for her to give proper significance to 

Lawrence's change in philosophy from balance to the "resur

rection of the body." In her conclusion , Howe contends that 

Lawrence's one greatest lesson is the necessity 
of wholeness, of integrating rational and non
rational experience. In the end he seems to 
have despaired of it , at least for the mass of 
mankind; Lady Chatterley' s Lo ver is nothing if 
not a requiem for the irrational. But time 
has shown Lawrence's pessimism to be premature. 
Fifty years after the death of popular religion 
we commonly acknowledge the sterility of the un
mitigated rational consciousness that is the only 
permissible consciousness in our daily lives; of 
civilization which considers t he rational mind the 
only object worthy of "education ", and which iden
tifies our being wit h our rational selves. Much 
of recent psycholo gy is an attempt to integrate, 
just as Lawrence did , rationalit y and the ~an y 
areas of unconsci ous awaren ess into a meaningful 
self.13 

Was Lawrence's pessimism premature? Or was he prophetic? 

Howe believe s that the solution to the overwhelming 

problems caused by the industrial age and the over-emphasis 

on the rational consciousness can be solved by re-establishing 

balance, by reintegrating personalities. 

solution not Lawrence ' s. 
' 

13 . Ibid ., p. 140. 

But this is her 
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A study of Lawr e nce ' s three maj or early novels, Sons 

and Love rs , The Rainbow , and Women In Love reveals that the ---
pr otagonists in each story are seeking the elusive concept 

of balance and are rarely successful in attaining it. 

Although Lawrence advocated balance in these early novels, 

he found that the problems he associated with the "mental 

life " were becoming more intense. In the final stage of 

his life, Lawrence reversed himself; balance was no longer 

adequate. In his last three stories, Lady Chatterley's 

Lover, The Man Who Died, and The Virgin and the Gypsy, 

Lawrence's protagonists each abandon their totally "mental 

life " and embrace the "physical life. " Lawrence came to 

believe that the tragic age , dominated by intellectuality, 

caI~ed fora drastic solution: the resurrection of the body. 



CHAPTER II 

Throughout his novels, Lawrence poses various sets of 

balances which if not maintained w1· 11 result · h 1n t e rejection 

or destruction of various characters. Three inter-related 

balances are most frequently found in Lawrence's novels: 

the desire to merge with another as opposed to the impulse 

to individualism, the feminine will as opposed to masculine 

domination, and, finally, the delicate balance between the 

mental and physical aspects of life. The first two balances 

primarily involve love relationships; the third balance con

cerns nearly every aspect of life. 

In Sons and Lovers and The Rainbow, Lawrence presents 

protagonists who strive to achieve balanced love relation

ships. These protagonists are singularly unsuccessful in 

their attempts at intimacy because they are drawn to one

dimensional characters. These secondary characters are 

rejected because of their lack of equilibrium. In both Sons 

and Lovers and The Rainbow, Lawrence universalizes the 

struggle for balance within relationships by reviewing the 

efforts of the preceding generations to find equilibrium. 

In Sons and Lovers, the dominant mother establishes 

her victory over her husband early in the novel. Although 

initially attracted by Walter Morel's physical nature, Gertrude 

12 
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Mo r e l s oon finds that his sensuality lies in direct op-

position to her driving intellectuality. As a mother, it 

becomes imperative to Gertrude that her children emulate 

her own "higher'' intellectualism and denigrate their father's 

sensual nature. Such totally opposite characters as Gertrude 

and Walter can only cause each other misery and frustration. 

An additional example of the dangers of two essentially 

polarized personalities in a relationship is detailed in the 

coupling of Paul's brother, William, with Lily. William 

was his mother's pride, a successful, intellectual, young 

man; however, William was attracted to Lily, a complete 

sensualist. In his attempt to find equilibrium, to fill the 

void in his own personality, William is destroyed. By por

traying these two failures to achieve a balanced relationship, 

Lawrence creates a background which augers a similar failure 

for Paul Morel, the protagonist of Sons and Lovers, when he 

attempts to find the woman who will c omplete his life. 

Following the pattern established by his parents and 

brother Paul Morel finds himself in a relationship with an 
' 

incomplete person. He is drawn to the spiritual-intellectualism 

of Miriam Leivers, yet frustrated by her denial of a physical 

relationship. The women of the Leivers ' family are mental; 

that is, they live in a world of fantasy. The Leivers men 

live in a world of total physical reality; their lives are 

absorbed in working the farm. Conflict between these op

posing forces is always imminent. 
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The mother exalted everythin~-even a bit of 
housework--to the plane of a religious trust. 
The sons resented this; they felt themselves 
cut aw~y underneath, and they answered with 1 
brutality and with sneering superciliousness.~ 

Like her mother, Miriam also brought to each physical or 

sensual situation an aura of religion; however, Miriam 

was incapable of interpreting the physical or sensual 

stimuli into words without the help of Paul. For example, 

Miriam wished to share the wonder of the wild-rose bush 

with Paul. 

She wanted to show him a certain wild-rose bush 
she had discovered. She knew it was wonderful. 
And yet, till he had seen it , she felt it had 
not come into her soul. Only he could make it 
her own, immortal. She was dissatisfied. 
Almost passionately she wanted to be with him 
when he stood before the flowers. The y were 
going to have a communion together--something 
that thrilled her, something hol y ( SAL , p. 159). 

For Miriam, life without a mystical significance was 

valueless. In contrast, Paul was moving gradually, but 

persistently, towards the desire for a more physical re-

lationship. 

Although primaril y influenced by his intellectually-

driven mother, Paul Morel had achieved enough equilibrium 

within his own nature to desire a physical as well as in-

tellectual-spiritual relationship with a woman. He felt 

1 Sons and Lovers (New York: Penguin 
D. H. Lawrenc:, -147 Additional references to this 

Books, 1976), PP· 1 6 _ · • the abbreviation SAL. 
source wi ll be given in the text using --
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that Miri am' s insistence on a purely spiritual relationship 

was a denial of his manhood. Disdaining a physical merging, 

Miriam preferred a merging of souls. 

He wanted now to give her passion and tenderness 
and he c?uld not. He felt that she wanted the s~ul 
out of his body, and not him. All his strength and 
energy s~e drew into herself through some channel 
which united them. She did not want to meet him, 
so that there were two of them, man and woman to
gether. She wanted to draw all of him into her. 
It urged him to an intensity like madness which 
fascinated him, as drug taking might (SAL: p. 194). 

Miriam is a purely spiritual character; her total lack of 

physical desire dooms their relationship. She would sub

mit to physical love, but she is unable to give joy. After 

some attempts to revive their relationship , Paul finally 

breaks off with Miriam to pursue an affair with Clara Dawes. 

Having shown the futility of a totally intellectual 

relationship, Lawrence now examines the eventual emptiness 

of a totally physical relationship. Clara Dawes is a 

physical character, utterly lacking Miriam's spirituality; 

however, her obsessive physical demands threaten Paul as 

much as Miriam's spiritual demands and are no more satisfying. 

And she was mad with desire of him. She 
could not see him without touching him. 
In the factory, as he talked to her about 
spiral hose, she ran her hand s~cretly_ 
along his side. She follo~ed him out into 
the basement for a quick kiss; her eyes 
always mute and yearning , fu~l of unr~
strained passion , she kept fixed on his. 
He was afraid of her, lest she too fla
grantly give herself aw~y before the 
other girls. She invariably waited for 
him at dinnertime for him to embrace her 

H flt as if she were before she went . e e d . 
helpless, almost a burde~ to him an it 
irritated him (SAL, p. 3o5 ) . 
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In Lawrence's later stories, we ·1 w1 1 find that it is exactly 

this total devotion to passion , as demonstrated by Clara, 

which ultimately effects the protagonist's salvation. 

However, in this early novel, balance is still the 

Lawrencian absolute value; and, thus, since neither Clara 

nor Miriam has the balance of mental d · an spiritual drives 

within her own personality necessary to fulfill Paul's 

needs, both are rejected. The disparity between these 

two female types is never resolved in Sons and Lovers. 

The novel ends with Paul alone, Miriam rejected, and 

Clara reconciled with her husband. In Sons and Lovers, 

Lawrence draws a pessimistic picture of a world in which 

the search for a harmonious intimate relationship always 

results in a disappointing compromise or solitude. 

Lawrence continues his search for a balanced sexual 

relationship in The Rainbow. By narrating the efforts 

of three successive generations of the Brangwen family to 

attain mentally and physically balanced relationships, 

Lawrence shows the increasingl y destructive influence of 

modern society upon intimate relations. The first genera

tion is simpler and closer to the earth than the succeeding 

generations. Lawrence contrasts the "blood intimacy" 

characteristic of Brangwen males to the social interest, or 

intellectualism, characteristic of the Brangwen females. 

The totall y physical Brangwen men were caught up in a cycle 

of fertility and harvest. In contrast , the Brangwen women 
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wer e in t e l l e c tually motivated; that is, they were primarily 

int erest ed in life beyond the farm, their neighbors, the 

town and, generally, the outsi· de world. Tom Brangwen, 

the first generation protagonist, sought a balance to his 

own blood intimacy by marrying a woman from the world be

yond his own experience. Lydia's need for a passionate 

reawakening to the sensual life equalled Tom's fascination 

with the intellectuality of the outside world. Their 

marriage eventually settles into a reasonably satisfying 

compromise, which Tom describes at Anna ' s wedding as the 

souls of husband and wife united into one "angel. " 

Although the first generation of Brangwens finds 

balance with relative ease , the second generation is less 

successful. Discord becomes pronoun ced when Will and Anna 

leave the simplicity of the Marsh Farm and establish them

selves in the village of Cossethay . Their mo ve is away 

from the sensuality of the Marsh t owards the intellectual 

complex ity of a communit y . During t heir hone ymoon, Anna 

enters freel y into the world of s ensual desires and satis

faction. Will is more hesitant , haunted by guilt for 

neglecting his social obli gations , but , as time goes on, 

Will g ives himself complet e l y t o the physical side of love. 

He attempts to control and submerge Anna's individuality 

Will is 
by . hi·s physi· cal domin ance over her. establishing 

described as "A blind thing , a dark f or ce , without know-
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l edg e . " 

18 

He is portrayed as the embodiment of passion and 

Primal drives. Conve 1 rse Y, Anna becomes h t e embodiment of 

the social-intellectual side of 1 .f i e. 

She, almost against herself 1 worship of human knowledge ' Mc ung to t~e 
· t - . . · r an must die 
~n he body, but in his knowledge he was 
im~ortal. Such, somewhere, was her belief 
q~ite o~scure and unformulated. She be- ' 
l~edved( in the omnipotence of the . human 
min B:, p. 170). 

Because of the lack of balance in each individual the 
' 

conflict resulting from their polarized points of view 

becomes a battle to the death. 

Will felt compelled to make Anna submit 
to his passions, to degrade her innocent 
love and force her to recognize his 
domination(~ , p. 179). 

Likewise, Anna is determined to negate Will's power. During 

her pregnancy , Anna feels that she must negate Will in a 

dance to her creator. 

She would dance his nullification , she would 
dance to her unseen Lord. She was exalted 
over him, before the Lord(~, p. 181). 

Anna's reaction to the pregnancy which is the manifestation 

of her husband's passion is to transfer the responsibility 

from Will to God. Will recoginzes that, at that moment, 

Anna is " a strange , exalted thing having no relation to 

him 1 f 11 ( R 102) Because of his passionate nature, se _, p. . 

2n. H. Lawrence, The Rainbow (New York: Pengu~n 
Books , 1977), p. 166. Additional references ~o this source 
wi ll be give n in the text using the abbreviation R. 
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Will is lacking as an tndividual ,· hi· s primary drive is 
to merge himself with Anna. Eventually Will develops a 

minimal self-esteem separate from Anna 
' and Anna finds 

an abstracted sort of sat · f is action and oblivion in her 

children . A delicate balance of two half - formed per-

sonalities is reached: "She was the daytime, the day-

light, he was the shadow, put asi·de b , ut in the darkness 

potent with an overwhelming voluptuousness 11 ( g, p. 213). 

The conflicts of the second generation of Brangwens lapse 

into a compromise in which neither Will nor Anna are fully 

developed individual personalities. 

The struggle for balanced mental and physical forces 

within the individual and within love relationships be

comes increasingly difficult in the third generation; 

Ursula Brangwen, the eldest daughter of Will and Anna, 

must make decisions in a more complex world than that of 

either of the previous two generations. Beginning in her 

early adolescence , Ursula is aware of the necessity to 

harmonize the spiritual and physical sensibilities in her 

life. In her first girlish attempts to coordinate these 

two forces Ursula dreams of the sons of God who would 
' 

come unto the daughters of man (R, p. 276). She st ruggles 

to satisfy her new-found sexuality by twisting her socially 

acceptable spiritual knowledge ; in doing so she perverts 

Sexual longl·ngs and also the intent of 
both her natural 

the scriptur es. 



With the introduction of 
Anton Skrebensky, Ursula 

becomes dissatisfied with her 
spiritual answers to her 

phys ical desires, and she begi·ns t o question God's pro-

hibitions against the flesh. 

What was this God after all?. If · 
d d d , maggots 1n 

a ea og be but God kissing carrion what 
then is not God? She was surfeited ~f this 
God. She was weary of the Ursula Brangwen 
who felt troubled about God. Whatever God 
was, He was, and there was no need for her 
to trouble about Him. She felt she had all 
license (R, p. 324). 
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Although Ursula's physical drives have become prominent in her 

life, she is still primarily led by her mental independence. 

The major conflict between Ursula and Skrebensky is 

that Ursula perceives herself as an individual , not to be 

dominated by the will of another; Skrebensky perceives 

himself to be merely a part of the mass which makes up his 

ideal: that is, the army. As a part . of the army , Skre

bensky is willing to give up his life for his country. He 

places no value on his life other than that assigned him by 

the army. Because Skrebensky does not value himself , he 

is unable to care about others except in terms of function. 

The sterility of Skrebensky ' s emotions is contrasted to 

those of the barge-man, Ruth. When Ruth comes to appreciate 

Ursula both spiritually and physically as a woman, Skreben-

t d man "not with sky realizes that he never really wane a wo , 

the whole of him: never loved, ne ve r worshipped, only just 

physically wanted her" (~, P • 315) · 
Skrebensky is capable 

of onl y a physical relationship ; intellectually he is very 
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weak , believing only in abstracts whi·ch have no basis in 

r eal it y . Ursula recognizes Skrebensky's intellectual

idealism as a weakness, and i· n reaction to his self-devalua-

tion Ursula finds that she no longer feels desire for him. 

From th is time forward, Skrebensky exists for Ursula only 

in her imagination; when he is physically present, he has 

no reality for her. As the first episode with Skrebensky 

closes, Ursula intellectualizes her physical desires and 

negates her natural sensuality. 

After Skrebensky's departure, Ursula finds herself 

attracted to her school mistress, Winifred Inger. Winifred 

initiates Ursula into lesbian love ; however , it is not a 

lasting relationship and Ursula soon finds herself intro

ducing Winifred to her Uncle Tom. Just as Skrebensky 

admires the abstract ideal of the army, Tom Brangwen 

reveres the power of industry and Winifred wor ships the 

ideals of science and philosophy. Because they conceive 

of ideals in terms of masses and total effects, they lose 

any regard for the value of the indiv idual. As far as 

Tom and Winifred are concerned , the colliers are only 

interchangeable parts of a huge machine. The homelife 

of the collier is insignificant. "He is a meaningless 

h · t f work" lump--a standing machine, a mac ine ou 0 (~, p. 348). 

Because of their high regard for abstract ideals and their 

disdain for the individual, sexual passion for Winifred , 

Tom and Skrebensky is necessaril y corrupt . 
Sexual activity 



without a se nse of individual value is degraded. Without 
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r espect fo r the individual , sex becomes an act of oblitera-

t ion in which one loses the f sense o self; it becomes an 

act of death, rather than an act of life . 

To contrast with this degraded, intellectualized 

sensuality, Lawrence provides a minor character, Anthony 

Schofield. Anthony is a throwback to the first generation 

of Brangwens at Marsh Farm, and at the same time he is also 

a forerunner of Parkin of the first draft of Lady Chatterley's 

Lover . To emphasize his pure sensuality, Lawrence describes 

Anthony as being goat-like, a sat yr living in an Edenic 

environment . Ursula feels drawn t o Anthony's pure physical 

force, but she refuses his proposal of marriage . 

She liked Anthony, though. All her life, 
at intervals, she returned to the thought 
of him and of that which he offered. But 
she was a traveller , she was a travell er on 
the face of the earth , and he was an isolated 
creature living in the fulfillment of his 
own senses (~, p. 417). 

Pure sensuality is attractive to Ursu l a, but it is balance 

lf · 11 h li' fe Ursula's love that is necessary tofu i er • 

Unsuccess ful because the men she loves relationships are 

menta l or physical view of life. are limited to either a 

Ursula is further disillusioned At the university, 

by the factor y-like atmosphere . The total emphasis of 

l· ntellectual, the abstract ideal the universit y is on the 

and material success . 



This was no religious 
of pu r e learning. It ::treat'. no perception 
shop wher e one was furth! a li~tle apprentice
money. The college itsel; equippe~ for making 
laboratory for the fat was a little, slovenly 
to exist by the reli ~ ory · . · · · It pretended 
But the religious vi;~~~s

0
;

1 rtue of knowledge. 
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come a flunky - to the d knowledge was be-
go of material success (~, p. 435). 

In a revolt against the sham of c ll o ege, Ursula resumes her 

sensual relationship with Skrebensk y. However, neither 

college nor 3krebensky offers Ursula a balanced life. She 

finds herself loving Skrebensky's body for the satisfaction 

it gives, but she recognizes his intellectual nullity, and 

she rejects him again. 

The Rainbow ends with Ursula's realization that the 

intellectual and physical f orces in one ' s life must meet 

in a balance, just as the rainbow is the balanced meeting 

of heaven and earth. The beaut y and wonder of the rainbow 

are achieved when the earthly body and the heavenly spirit 

come together in individuals and in relationships between 

individuals. Polarity between the spiritual and the sen

sual forces results in rejection and destruction. 

In Sons and Lovers and The Rainbow, Lawrence leads 

his protagonists through a rite of passage in which the 

protagonists mature by making decisions concerning their 

relations with others. Any relationship which is incapable 

of achieving a harmonious balance is discarded. Both Sons 

~ Lovers and The Rainbow picture the maturation of the 

a Process Of selection and rejection. 
pr otago nist as 

Al-

1 with the protagonists 
though Lawr ence concludes both nove s 
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alone and unsuccessful in forming balanced relationships, 

one feels that they have achieved an understanding of 

themselves and the necessity for both intellectuality and 

sensuality in their lives. I n contrast, Lawrence's novel 

Women in Love is much more pessimistic. 

Although the characters in Women in Love are similar 

to those found in Sons and Lovers and The Rainbow , the di

chotomy between the intellectual and sensual motivations 

within the characters is much more complex. Intertwined 

with the polarity between mental and physical character 

types is the overwhelming urge to dominate within a re

lationship rather than to achieve balance. In this final 

novel of Lawrence's early period, he draws a picture of a 

world in which the majority of characters are dangerously 

unstable and destructive. 

The most stable character in Women in Love is Ursula 

Brangwen; she is a continuation of the protagonist of The 

Rainbow. She is presented as a relative ly simple character 

in a complex world. In Women in Love she is a sensual 

to " a son of God, " the intellectual "daughter of man " drawn 

Birkin. In The Rainbow, Ursula mentally dominated Skre-

bensky ; ursula is primarily concerned in Women in Love , 

that Birkin not bully her into submission. 

more physical nature is 
Balanced against Ursula's 

fa Perfect , stable relation
Birkin's intellectual ideal 0 

ship. 
. h O in much the same 

Rupert Birkin is a Lawrencian er 
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fashion as Paul Mor e l of Sons and 1 ___ overs. In his int el-

l ec tu a l s e ar c h f or a permanently balanced relationship, 

Birkin conceives o f an ab t s ract ideal of two equal stars 

in conjunction. His ideal is an intellectual mockery of 

Tom Brangwen ' s " angel ," an egalitarian relationship, but 

lacking real intimacy and love. Despite the ideals of 

equalit y which Birkin spouts , his urge to dominate is 

revealed when he defends the physical dominance of Miro , 

the cat, over the stray fema l e. Eventually the love 

Birkin feels for Ursula overcomes his sterile ideals and 

they a c hieve a harmonious relationship which extends be

yond love. Although the relationship between Birkin and 

Ursula is not easily achieved, it is successful and thus 

contrasts to every other relationship in Women in Love. 

Birkin achieves an ideal relationship with Ursula , but 

he is thwarted in his desire to f orm an intellectual

physical relationship with Gerald Crich. 

In contrast to Birkin ' s ideal of a balanced relation

ship , Gerald Crich feels an obsessive need to dominate 

· An y relati·onship_ which is based on a every situation . 

· pri·nci· ple i· s totally out of balance . domination- submission 

The ke y to Gerald is his basic intellectual ideal of the 

power and expediency of industry . To Gerald the miner is 

no mor e tha n a tool to be exploited . 
Be cause of his wor-

is compl e t e l y out of touch with 
s hip of the ide al , Gerald 

huma~it y within himself. 
humani ty and with t he 

His view 



O f the world appears to b e chaotic, although he tries to 

mitiga t e the chaos by controlling each individual and each 

si t uation. It is the sh d are perception of a chaotic world 

which attracts both Minette and Gudrun to Gerald. Each 

wishes to inflict discipline and to submit to another's 

control as a means of establishing order in the world. 

Gerald is essentially an intellectual character· he loves 
' 

to discuss ideas, and he is innovative in his management 
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of the mines. Rather than seeking a healthy physical re

lationship as a balance , Gerald disregards other individuals 

as worthless , and he pursues sado-masochistic relationships. 

Like Gerald , Gudrun also perceives the world as chaotic 

because of her purely sensual point of view. In an attempt 

to control the chaos she perceive s , Gudrun labels people ; 

for example, she sees Gerald as a wolf and his mother as 

an old she-wolf. By doing this, she creates an unrealistic 

finality and an illusion of order. The small figures which 

Gudrun molds reflect her attempts to control by diminishing 

life. The desire to stabilize life, to perceive others as 

complete , is an attempt to control life by not admitting 

change, Howeve r , change is implicit in life; the only al-

ternative is death. When it bec ome s clear to Gerald that 

he cannot control the chaotic relationship wit h Gudrun , he 

seeks his end in the cold, snowy world of the Alps. After 

the Alps with Loerke, 
Gerald's destruction, Gudrun leave s 

1 • te satisfactions of 
and togethe r they seek the u tima 
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de gradat ion. The extreme 1 · 

~ po ar1zation between Gerald, the 

int e llect , and Gudrun, the sensualist 
' combined with their 

sado-masochiS t ic efforts at controlling life results in 

ultimate destruction of them both. In contrast to Birkin 

and Ursula, who achieve balance and continuing life, Gerald 

and Gudrun, through their overwhelming urge to inflict out

side control on an unbalanced life, can end only in ruin. 

Lawrence reiterates the difficulty in achieving balance 

by establishing opposing groups as well as contrasting 

couples. The intellects of Breadalby are contrasted to the 

sensualistic bohemians of the Pompadour. Although the one 

group is intellectual and the other physical , both groups 

are comprised of individuals who are equally unstable and 

prone to violence. 

Hermione Roddice of Breadalby is the ultimate intellectual. 

She is totally incapable of any intuitive or sensual under

standing. As with Gudrun and Gerald, the lack of balance 

in Hermione's life leads her to attempt to control situations 

by an intellectual knowledge of all aspects of life. 

even tries to intellectualize the abstract quality of 

She 

spontaneity. "Class-Room, " Birkin accuses In the chapter, 

. by desiring a mental under-Hermione of degrading passion 

standing of it. 

It isn't 
But your passion is a lie. . 11 It's your 

. t 11 it is your wi . 
passion a a , t to clutch things 
bullying will. You wan r You want to 
and have them in your powe ·And why? Because 
have things in your power. 



yo u haven't got any real bod 
d f . Y, any dark 

bo Yo life. You have nos 1· ensua ity. 
ha~e onl y your will and your conceit of 
sciousness, and your lust for power , to 

sensual 
You 
con
know.3 
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When Hermione is unable to · t 11 · · in e ectualize the passion 

Birkin observes in a Chinese drawing, she resorts to vio-

lence. She feels she must kill Birkin because she cannot 

control him with her intellect. Thus Lawrence demonstrates 

through the character of Hermione Roddice the destructiveness 

which results from an over-emphasis on intellectuality. 

However, in his early novels, an imbalance towards 

sensuality fares no better. At the opposite end of the 

mental-physical spectrum from Hermione is Minette of the 

Pompadour. In Minette's chaotic world, one either submits 

to discipline or inflicts it on another. As with the 

intellectual world, balance is rejected in favor of con

trol. Gerald is attracted to Minette because she feels 

that she will submit to being a victim; yet she is capable 

of instantly turning and victimizing another , as when she 

responds to a young man's sarcasm by jabbing his hand with 

63) Minette's control over men is en-her knife (WIL, p. . 

tirel y sensual. She is as mindless and sensual as the 

i·n Halli.day's apartment ; however, she African carvings 

controls men by manipulating their desire to possess her. 

3 men in Love (New York: Viking_Press, 
D. H. Lawrence, Wo - -- to this source will be 

1974) p 35 Additional referenc~s . 
' · · . bbreviation WIL. gi ve n in the text using the a 
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The exis te nce o f two 
such di verse groups as those 

who meet at Breadalby and th e Pompadour exemplifies 

Lawr ence's pessimistic view of the world at the time 

he wrote Women in Love. -- Individuals are rarely physically 

and mentally balanced; rather, there = are two camps of 

people, polarized, each eager to dominate and destroy 

the other. 

Implicit in the maturation of the protagonists of 

Sons and Lovers and The Rainbow is the ideal of an equili

brium between the physical and intellectual drives in the 

lives of individuals. In addition, if a relationship be

tween a man and a woman is to survive, there must be a 

balance between their indi vidual physical-mental makeups. 

This struggle for balance continues in the more pessimistic 

atomsphere of Women in Lo ve. The only successful relation

ships and the only happy, harmoni ous li ves are achieved 

through a balance in the intellect ual and physical aspects 

of life. Personalities which are totally out of balance 

are rejected or destroyed. Balance is the key to Lawrence's 

early novels. However, a drasti c change in Lawrence's philoso

phy becomes evident twelve years later in his notorious Lady 

Chatterley's Lover. 



CHAPTER III 

In his early novels, D. H. Lawrence places primary 

emphasis upon his characters' ability or inability to 

achieve a balance between the mental and h · 1 p ys1ca aspects 

of their lives. Characters who succeed in leading balanced 

lives attain stability and harmony with the world around 

them; characters who fail are rejected or destroyed. Both 

Sons and Lovers and The Rainbow deal with protagonists who 

acquire and discard relationships with various partners 

in their struggle to attain balance in their lives. In 

Women in Love, Lawrence establishes one couple , Ursula 

and Birkin, who achieve a balanced relationship and who 

serve as a contrast to the less successful characters. 

For the most part, the characters in Women in Love are 

either exclusively intellectual or exclusively sensual 

characters. In order to maintain a realistic perception 

of the world, Lawrence suggests one must hav~ an inte

gration between his mental and sensual faculties; when 

the world is perceived through exclusively intellectual 

or sensual powers, the perception is faulty and the world 

is deemed to be chaotic. As a result, the characters 

of control upon the world attempt to inflict some sort 

C
haotic; these attempts to control 

Which they perceive as 
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the world by purely physical or mental 

means are doomed 

to f ail. Harmony can be achieved only by an integration 

of the physical and mental aspects i·n each individual and 
each relationship. Baiance is an absolute value in Law..:. 
rence's early novels. 

However, by the writing of Lady Chatterley's Lover, 

Lawrence had become convinced that the mind of man the 
' 

spiritual nature of mankind, had become so enmeshed in 

the complexities of modern civilization that normal, satis

fying, physical relationships were no longer possible. 

Moreover, he felt that the dehumanization of the working 

class, the emasculation of the male, and the general sterility 

of culture were all a direct result of the over-emphasis on 

intellectual pursuits to the utter neglect of sensuality. 

In his early novels, Lawrence is relati vely optimistic 

about the possibility that an integrated personality, one who 

has found a balance in life , can live harmoniously with the 

world; he stresses moderation and warns against the extremes 

of either a purely mental or physical life. However, in the 

opening line of Lady Chatterley ' s Lover , Lawrence prepares 

hi,s reader for the presentation of what he perceives as the 

most acute problem facing the twentieth century and for 

"Ours is essentially a tragic his controversial solution: 

age, so we refuse to take it tragicall y ." In this one 

sentence, Lawrence describes an apathy among people which 

calls f or a drastic solution. 
Lawrence demands a resurgence 
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of se nsual it y, the resurrection 

of the body, a new aware-
ness of ourselves and others as 

physical, sexual beings, 

and he co ndemns the absolute intellectualism of the in

dustrial age. Through th e character of Mellors, Lawrence 

states his case against the mechanization of the twentieth 

century . 

. . . it's a shame, what's been done to 
people ~hese last hundred years: men 
turned into nothing but labor-insects 
and all_their manhood taken away , and ' 
all their real life . I'd wipe the ma
chines off t~e face of the earth again , 
and end the industrial epoch absolutel y 
like a black mistake . l ' 

The dec i sion facing Connie Chatterley is essentially 

the same as the decision of the protagonis t s of Sons and 

Lovers and The Rainbow; Connie must decide between her 

present life with Clifford , which is mir ed in sterile 

intellectualism, and dange r ous sensual i ty as represented 

by the gamekeeper , Mellors . Previ ousl y, when the Lawrencian 

pr otagonists were presented with al ternative s bet ween purely 

physical or mental characters, they rejected both. In the 

later stories , the physical character is presented as the 

wholesome alternative to the mental charac ter . Al t hough 

Connie is the daughter of Sir Malcolm Reid, a man devoted 

to sensuality, Connie has been brought up on "pure social 

· ct 39) Even in adolescence Connie and her 
1 eals" (LCL, p. · 

1 1 d Chatterley' s Lover (New York: . 
D: H. Lawrence,~ Additional ref erences to this 

Gr ove Pre ss, 1977) , P: 282 · t ing the abbrevi ation LCL. 
sour ce will be g i ven 1n the tex us 
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s ist e r , Hilda, chose their bo f · d 

Y rien s on the basis of 

intellectual rather than physi·cal 
attractiveness. Their 

relationships wi th yo ung men were based on discussi ons 

and arguments; stimulation came only as a result of in

tellectual conversations rather than sexual gratification. 

"And if after the roused intimacy of these vivid and soul-

enlightened discussions the sex thing became more or less 

inevitable, then let it " ( LCL , p. 40). Sex was little 

more than a completion of a thought, the physical punctuation 

of an idea. 

Even though Connie's youth was marked by a pove rt y 

of sensuality, she is unprepar ed fo r the sterile bleakness 

of the Chatterley family home . Wragby is bordered by the 

ugly mining town of Tevershall. Coa l dust fills the air and 

co ats the roses. Furnaces blot the landscape, and chimneys 

fill the sky with smoke. Wragby i tself is described as 

"a warren II cold and de void of personal touch. Wragby , 

... seemed run by mechanical anarchy . 
Everything went on in prett y good order'. 
strict cleanliness , and strict puncut al ity; 
even pretty strict hones ty . An d yet, to 
Connie it was a methodical anarchy . No 
warmth

1

o f f ee ling united it or gani cally ( LCL , P• 51 ) . 

A product of this sterile atmosphere, Clifford is the 

· ble of physica l passion . consummate intellectual , incapa 

Lawrence draws a portrait of Clifford Chatterley as 

the epitome of the hollow intellectual life Lawre nce 

despised . nded in the war, Clifford Even before he was wou 
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was an ineffectual male. As a young man, Clifford saw 

himself as a sort of rebel agai·nst the empty ideals of 
t he previous generation. H 

owever, his rebellion is without 

action; it consists entirely of talk. Clifford's rebellion 

is futile; just as his father, Sir Geoffry, sacrificed his 

forest, so Clifford sacrifices his virility for the English 

ideal. After the war, Clifford's life is so completely in

volved in his writing and his intellectual group that the 

paralysis of the lower half of his body is only a minor 

inconvenience; he and Connie easily settle into a life of 

" intimacy" as a substitute for sex. Insulated by his in

tellectual pursuits, Cliff ord is almost entirely out of 

touch with life outside of Wragby's walls. 

He was remotely interested; but like a man 
looking down a microscope , or up a telescope. 
He was not in touch. He was not in actual 
touch with anybody, save , traditionally, 
with Wragby, and the close bond of family 
defense, with Emma. Beyond this not hing 
really touched him. Connie felt that she 
herself didn't reall y, not reall y touch 
him· perhaps there was nothing to get at 
ultimately, just a negation of human contact (LCL, p. 50). 

As a result of her intellectual upbringing and her appre-

·t hile Connie finds ciation of conversation, for qui ea w 

contentment in her marriage with Cliff0rd · 

However, after a time Connie ' s latent physical longings 

her into a state of restlessness for affection and love throw 

and perplexity . She becomes aware of a void in her life. 



Their mar ri age their . 
on a habi t of int · integrated life based 
about: the re were i~:cy, that_he talked 
utt erl y blank and noi~_when it all became 
just so man y words. T~~g~n It was _words, 
nothingness and over . ly re~lity was 
words (LCL, p . g9 ). it a hypocrisy of 
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To assuage her physical drives and in compliance with her 

father's suggest ion, Connie takes a lover , her first step 

in a break with Clifford. Not surprisingly, Connie chooses 

as a lover one of the mental t ypes who ~requent Wragby. 

Michaelis is a misanthrope and an Irish outcast from English 

intellectual society. As a cha t h · racer, e is most noteworthy 

for his similarities to Clifford. Like Clifford, Michaelis 

expends the majority of his energy in the pursuit of "the 

bitch-goddess Success "; it is Mi chaelis ' s eminence in this 

pursuit which intrigues Cliff ord. Because Michaelis, like 

Clifford, is isolated fr om f e e lings of others , he is unable 

to relate sexually to a woman. Thus , sex is merely a physical 

function, a means of achie ving momen tar y satisfaction. 

Michaelis attains his own climax qu i ckl y without fulfilling 

Counie. Connie is as out of t ouch wi t h he~ own body as she 

is with Michaelis; she is f or c ed t o achieve her own s exual 

gratification after Mi chaelis is finished. Neither Connie 

nor Mick can gi v e the other fulfillment; each takes only his 

Far more Sti· mul a ting to Mi chaelis than own satisfaction. 

sex is the praise of his tri vial pl ays. When Connie rejects 

M. marri· age , he becomes bitter and blames 
1 i ck's proposal of 

Connie f o r his own inadequacy. 
Connie is stunned by Mick's 

accus ations . "Her whole sexual feeling f or him, or for an y 
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man , co llapsed that night. 

Her life fell apart from his 
as completely as if he had 

never existed" (LCL, p. 94). 

In a relationship involving two mentally oriented people, 
true sexual gratification · · is impossible to achieve; neither 

participant can relax his self will. Although Mick's 

speech alienated her from the intellectually motivated man, 

it left her vulnerable to a different sort of love. 

If Michaelis is the first step in Connie's break with 

Wragby Hall and all it encompasses , the hiring of Mrs . 

Boulton is certainly the second. Mrs . Boulton is most 

interesting for the contrast she provides . As Connie moves 

away from the sterile intellectual life of Wragby Hall and 

learns to embrace the total sensuality of the gamekeeper, 

Mrs . Boulton is lured by the intellectualism and aristocracy 

of Clifford, and she moves progressively towards the mental 

life. Gradually Clifford seduces Mrs. Boulton into the 

passion of "knowing." She learns to play cards, read 

French, and type manuscripts. At the same time she is con

sumed by the need to know, to understand the world as the 

· d 1''rs . Boulton conquers Clifford by her aristocracy oes . m 

subservience. By shaving, bathing and performing other 

intimate duties, Mrs . Boulton concludes that he is juSt 

like all of the common, working class men--basically infantile. 

M Boulton encourages him 
With this knowledge of Clifford, 1 rs. 

f the mines and to become 
to expand his industrialization° 
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outward l y more powerful, while at the same time she makes 

him bo th mentally and physically dependent on her. He 

delights in educating her, and she assumes absolute power 

ove r him th rough her servility. Despite Mrs. Boulton 1 s 

take-over of Clifford ' s life, she is not out of sympathy 

with Connie for she experienced the touch of tenderness 

in her youth with her husband. Mrs. Boulton's move to

wards the mental takes her away from the reality of life ; 

conversely, Connie's move towards the physical takes her 

toward reality and a fruitful life. 

An additional impetus to Connie t o reevaluate her 

lifestyle comes through her conversations with Tommy 

Dukes. As a method of reenforcing the sterile atmosphere 

at Wragby , Lawrence records a seri es o f dial ogues between 

Connie and Clifford and ce rtain of their intellectual 

friends. Among these intellectuals is Tommy Dukes , whose 

ideals of life are in marked contr ast to the others ; al

though he describes himself as a "mental lifer," Tommy Dukes 

re cognizes the ruin implicit in a life devoted entirely to 

intelle c tual pursuits. 

Re al knowledge comes out of the whole corpus 
of the consciousness ; out of you r bel~y an~ 

. has out of your brain an 
Y?ur penis a~ mduc only analyze and rationalize . 
mind The min can • . the 
Set the mind and the reason_t o ?ock ~~do;:~e 
rest, all they can do _ is cr1t1~~ ze, It is vastl y 
deadness. I say all they cf~ ne~ds criticizing 
important. My God , et~=t~~rlive the mental life, 
to dea~ h. Ther~for and strip the r otton old 
glor y in our ~pite, ·t's like this; while 
show. But , mind you, 1 



you live your life you are . - .- , in some way an 
o rganic whole with all life B t . u once you 
st1~t the mental life you pluck the apple. 
You ve severed the connection b t th 

le d th t e ween e 
app . an , e ree: the organic connection. 
And if you v~ got nothing in your life but 
the mental life, then you yourself are a 
plucked apple . . . you've fallen off the 
tree. And then it is a logical necessity 
for a plucked apple to go bad (LCL, pp. 74-75). 
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In these esoteric dialogues which characterize the early, 

Wragby-section of Lady Chatterley's Lover , Tommy Dukes 

is obviously the raisonneur for Lawrence himself. By use 

of these dialogues, Lawrence effect ivel y illustrates the 

abundance of unproductive communication t yp ical of in

tellectual circles while at the same moment he is able to 

directly state his own convictions through the mouth of 

one opposing character. 

Furthermore, Tommy Dukes' conversations act as an 

influence on Connie and prov ide additional motivation 

for Connie's eventual break with the mental life. The 

group discusses every conceivable subject from bolshevism 

to the probability of a test-tube bab y. In these dialogues , 

the physical body is treated as a burden ; it is propose d 

On nature , the human body will that as science improves 

be dl·scarded leaving only the become obsolete and will 

mind. k calls for a ve r y different However, Tommy Du es 

alternative: 

· n of the body! · · 
Give me the resu~rec~i o hen we've shaved 
But it ' ll c ome, in time,awbit the money and 
the ce rebral sto ne,awayet a d~mocracy of 
the rest. Then we ldl gocracy of pocke t ( LCL, p. 117). 
touch instead of a em 

' 
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The others in the group would have 
a world inhabited by 

disembodied souls; Dukes calls for 
a new physical emphasis 

in which the redeeming force · th 1s e phallus rather than the 
mind. The words " resurrection of the body" and "democracy 

of touch" continue to ring in Conni· e, s mi· nd even though 

she's not certain she understands them. In addition, 

Dukes explains to Connie how their over-emphasis on intel

lectualizing relationships is damaging their lives. He 

tells Connie that it is impossible for a woman to be both 

mentally and physically stimulating to a man ; the modern 

trend towards familiarity destroys the mystery and glamour 

between the sexes. 

Thus, when Mellors suddenl y appears in the forest , he 

is a mystery to Connie; he seems to def y eas y categorization. 

Mellors dresses as a common man but has the natural dignity 

and manners associated with a gentleman. Unlike the Wragby 

intellectuals, Mellors is cautious about speaking, almost 

as if he mistrusts words. Furthermore, he switches easily 

between dialect and standard English ; dialect is used mostly 

to isolate himself from those who sp e ak " fine " English or 

to express intimacy with Connie, thereby isolating them 

both from the intellectual world of standard speech. At 

their first meeting , Mellors accompanies Connie and Clifford 

back to Wragby. ahea d to open the gate, which Connie runs 

h heart and the first action is symbolic of her opening er 

e physical self. sign of an awakening of her pur 



A st ran ge , wear y yearning a dissatisfaction 
had started in her. Cli. ffo,rd d id not notice: 
those were not things he was aware of. But 
the stranger knew. To Connie everything in 

out, and her 
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her world and life seemed wor~ 
dissatisfaction was older than the hills (LCL, p. 86). 

Connie's cur iosity was whetted by the new gamekeeper; he 

was a phenomenon entirely new to her experience . 

When Lawrence first wrote Lady Chatterley's Lover , he 

attempted to establish a direct opposite of Clifford in the 

character of the gamekeeper. In his first two versions, 

Lawrence create d a crude, uneducated character named Parkin, 

who represented the totally physical life. Parkin was a 

throwback to Anthony Schofield of The Rainbow , a goat-like 

man, devoid of sensitivity or refinement. However, since 

a relationship between such a vulgar , low-born man and a 

lady seemed forced, Lawrence developed the warm , kind 

Mellors found in the final version of Lads. Chatterley's 

Lover. 

The final version is stronger f or the evolution of 

the gamekeeper. The reader, whom Lawrence is attempting 

to influence, is more easily c onvinced by a character who 

l·ntellectual and physical worlds and has lived in both the 

who has chosen the latter. Parkin , the totally physical 

1 . ersions had onl y a very limited character of the ear 1er v , 

not an especially s ympathetic character . experience and was 

. a "natural " gentleman and intellectual Thus , Mellors 1s 

ml.ddleclass intellectualism, materialism, 
who has rejected 

es sensuality as the cure for 
and idealism, and who espous 
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t he t rag i c e ffects of the industrial age upon mankind. For 

Lawr e nce's novel to be persuasi ve, 1. t 1.s imperative that 

his intellectual audience be able to identify with the 

character of Mellors and thereb b . . Y e more 1ncl1ned to give 

credence to his radical solution. Therefore, although 

Mellors is not Clifford's antithesi·s, th · e1r philosophies 

of life are diametrically opposed. 

Through his portrayal of Clifford Chatterley, Lawrence 

condemns the mental life; Clifford is presented as a very 

unsympathetic character who lives his life entirely through 

his mind. People have no intrinsic value for him except 

in terms of their functions. His contempt for the miners 

of Tevershall is complete; their only function is to keep 

the industry running and to consume the products sold by 

the industry. Each individual is replacable , just as 

Connie is easily replaced by Mrs. Boult on in all functions 

except holding the title of wife. Clifford ' s idealization 

of industry is a negation of indi vidual worth; this negation 

extends to himself as well as to others. Although Clifford 

becomes masterful at running his mines and creating new 

markets for his coal, his industrial success is inversely 

h 1 · 1 failure Although Clifford proportional to his psyc o og1ca · 

seems stout and healthy, he graduall y regresses until he is 

1 both mentall y and absolutely dependent upon Mrs. Bou t on , 

physically . Having exchanged every shred of maturity or 

for the Shallow satisfactions of success, 
masculinity 
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he becomes infantile. 

An episode which ·1 1 1 
US t rates Clifford's idealization 

of machinery and the destructi ve effects of 
machinery 

on the individual is the sp r ingtime walk in the woods in 

which Clifford brags, "I r·d 
1 e upon the achievements of 

the mi nd " (LCL, p . 235). He drives his motor - powered 

lawn chair too far into the woods and after becoming en~ 

tirely frustrated by his inoperative machine, Clifford 

finds he mus t r ely on the physical strength of Co nnie 

and Mellors to climb the hill out of the woods . The 

chair, designed to be a convenience, is a destructive 

force, straining Connie and Mell ors and crushing the 

spring flowers . Moreover , Clif f ord himself becomes a 

prisoner of his immobile motorized chair , and finally 

he is subject to the mercy and the kindness of Mellors 

and Connie . Yet no amount of failure by mechanical devices 

can convince Clifford of their usel essness ; rather , he sees 

only a. necessity for bigger , more powerful machines. 

The dissension between Clifford and Connie is most 

clearly defined in their discussion of a pseudo-scientific 

theory of the wasting of the universe . Clifford insists, 

against all knowledge available to the senses , that 

" . the universe is physicall y wasting and spiritually 

ascending" ( LCL , p. 298). To Clifford , the body is an 

d l· s capable of overcoming; the affli c tion which the min 

. . f din the working of the mind. 
so l e ple asure in life is oun 



As an optimistic convert to the physical life 
I Connie 

refutes Clifford's theories: 

The human body is only just . 
With the Greeks it gave a 1 comlingf ~o real life. 

. ove y licker then 
Aristotle and Plato killed it d J ' . . 
it off. But th . , a~ esus finished 

. . . now e body is coming really to 
~ife'. it is really rising from the tomb And 
it will be a lovely lovely 1i· fe · 1 · 1 . , in a ove y 
universe, the life of the human body (LCL, p. 298). 

In Clifford's system, the pride one felt in former times 

in being a man, a creative individual, is replaced by 

pride in earning and spending. Previously individuals 

took pride in themselves and in the beauty of their sur

roundings, but this has been replaced by wage-slavery, 

grasping materialism and the cultural ugliness which 

accompanies the loss of natural values. In order to avoid 

starvation, the men must submit to the industrial age, 

and in this submission they lose their pride, independence 

and masculinity. 

As a character of D. H. Lawren ce , Clifford is sub

ject to Lawrence ' s rule which was apparent in the novels 

previously discussed: characters who fail to achieve 

balance in their lives are rejected. Thus , Clifford and 

the life he represents are rejected by Connie. Clifford 

is guilty of dismissing the physical life wi th0ut ever 

experiencing it. On the other hand, Mellors espouses a 

11.fe , and he is exempt from the previous totally physical 

Lawrencian rule of balance. 
As Lawrence's second raisonneur 

Mellors has lived in the mental 
in Lady Chatterley's Lover, 
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as we ll as the physical world 
, and he has made a conscious 

decis i on to reject the former. 1 ike Lawrence, Mellors has 

a ve ry pessimistic view of the effects 
of intellectualism. 

Thus , the seeming . over-emphasis on the physical aspects of 

life is reall y only an attempt to rectify a longstanding 

imbalance. 

Me llors' view of life is exactly t t Cl'ff d' con rary o i ~r s. 

Mellors sees that the age of industry has forced an artifi-

cial set of values upon modern men. Money-grubbing selfish

ness and materialism have replaced wholesome self-pride and 

tenderness towards others . Selfishness is equally apparent 

in sexual relationships in which each partner is concerned 

with manipulating the other to achieve power gratification 

rather than giving sexual satisfaction. Mellors states 

that he stands for warmheartedness, the relinquishing of 

self for mutual pleasure and satisfaction as opposed to 

coldheartedness, which is the holding back of one ' s self 

and the concern only with one ' s private satisfaction. 

Another aspect of the selfishness inherent in intel

lectualism has to do with the attitudes of the middle

classes. 

cowardice. 

They are trapped by convention and their own 

Their one value in life is the worship of 

mechanization , which kills human feeling. In addition, 

adopted the artificial values of the working-classes have 

l iterally becoming deformed by 
the middle - class and are 

e fforts to achieve some measure 
industrial work in their 
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of wo rldl y success. 

They have accepted th ·ct e mi dle-class 
view that the working-class is simply a 

mass, a part of 
the machine; they have lost th 

eir individuality and self 
pride. 

As a solution, Lawrence, through Mellors , would have 

mankind re-learn the physical life. As the agent of resur-

rection he would have men take note of their bodies. He 

would have them strip and admire themselves in mirrors 
' 

which is, incidentally, one of the first manifestations of 

the blossoming of Connie's physical life. Furthermore, 

Mellors would emphasize physical self-awareness by dressing 

men in tight-fitting red pants. With their legs and buttocks 

on display, men would begin to have pride and courage again, 

and, in reaction, women would once again be feminine. Along 

the same line, Mellors states that it is forget-me -nots 

which belong in the pubic hair, since it is the modern 

attitude to neglect sexuality , and it is our sexuality which 

h . Mellors reJ·ects the artificial sets man apart from mac 1nes. 

standards of the intellectual world: mone y, class and ad

vancement. Rather, he embodies that which Connie has come 

to value--tenderness. Ultimately , tenderness and the courage 

th r provide the only salto touch and care about one ano e 

vation for the world. 

states: 

Oat h or a prayer , Mellors Almost as an 

h of bodily awareness 
I stand for the ~ouc and the touch 
between human beings. ~ is.my mate. And 
of tenderness. And sh 



it is a battle against 
the machine, and the in t he ~oney: and 
monkeyishness of th sentient ideal 
will stand behind m: ;~rld. And she 
I've got a woman' Th ere. Thank God 

· ank God I I t a woman who is with me d ve go 
f , an tender and 

aware o me. Thank God sh' 
nor a fool. Thank God she~ snot a bully, 
aware woman (LCL 3 s a tender, _, p, 48). 
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However, Connie has had to strip herself of layer after 

layer of intellectualism which has insulated her from 

tenderness. The initial step toward achieving her final, 

joyful, physical awareness was for Conni· e to acknowledge 

the inadequacy of the intellectual life. 

Lady Chatterley's salvation lies not in the balance 

between the intellectual and sensual aspects of life 

achieved by the "saved" characters in Lawrence's early 

novels, but, rather, in an absolute denial of the intel

lectual life and a complete acceptance of the physical 

life. In the course of Lady Chatterley's Lover, a number 

of circumstances combine to influence Connie, first, to 

recognize the passion lacking in her life-with Clifford , 

and , then, to make the fulfillment of her own sensuality 

her primary goal. Early in the nove l Connie ' s father be

comes concerned about her wan appearance , and he advises 

1 Becaus e Connie's liaison her that she should take a over. 

l·s a fa1·1ure, she is f orced to acknowledge With Michaelis 

Of the "mental" men in her life. the inadequacy 
When 

Of Cll.fford's physical dependence by 
Connie is relieved 

Boulton, she finds she has more time to 
the hiring of Mrs. 
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contemplate.he r dissatisfa t· . 
c ion in her life with Clifford. 

This dissatisfaction is gi f 
ven urther impetus by her dis-

cussions with Tommy Dukes ab t . 
ou the sterile and destructive 

values of their intellectual 1 · f i estyle. In addition to 

these various influences, Connie has an intuitive feeling 

that some integral element is missing from her life. 

As a result of her disappointment with intellectualism 

and her intuitive desire for an alternative, Connie feels 

a vague restlessness which becomes more focused after she 

witnesses Mellors washing his body . 

. in some curious way it was a visionary 
experience: it had hit her in the middle of 
the body. She saw the clumsy breeches slipping 
down over the pure, delicate, white loins, the 
bones showing a little, and the sense of alone
ness, of a creature purely alone , overwhelmed 
her. Perfect, white, solitary nudity of a 
creature that lives alone, and inwardly alone. 
And beyond that, a certain beauty of a pure 
creature. Not the stuff of beauty, not even 
the body of beauty, but a lambency , the warm, 
flame of a single life , revealing itself in 
contours that one might touch : a body ! (~CL , p. 107). 

Until this moment, Connie had no real awareness of the beauty 

and attraction of the human body; previously she had recog

nized only the power and scope of the mind. 

In reaction to this visionary experience, this acknow-

ledgement of the human body, Connie returns to Wragby and 

This is examines her own body in front of the mirror. 

Connie's first real step towards physical awareness. 
Her 

d is suffering from neglect. 
reflection reveals that her bo Y 

that her body is aging without 
She is stunned to realize 



givi ng joy or recei v ing sat · f . is action 

Her body was going mea . 
and opaque, so much in~tng~e~s , going full 
It made her feel imrn gnificant substance. 
hopeless. What h ensely depressed and 

ope was there? She was 
old, o l d at twenty-seven . · 
sparkle in the flesh. oidw~~~ no gleam and 
and denial, yes denial F h _ough neglect 
k t th · b · · as ionable women 

epl . ebir odies bright like delicate por 
ce ain, Y external attention Th 

th · · · d · ere was no ing insi e the porcelai·n · b t h t . , u s e was 
nl~f 7vens das bright as that . The mental 

i e. u denly she hated it with 
fury' the swindle! ( LCL' P. 111) . a rushing 
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With the acknowled~ement ~ of her own physical entity and her 

neglected desire, Connie becomes progressively more dis

satisfied with Clifford and the barren intellectual life. 

However, she remains dormant through the winter. 

With the spring come wild daffodils and the universal 

promise of rebirth . Connie ' s physical drives are reawakened 

and become still more focused and urgent . Connie finds the 

gamekeeper's hut, and she admires and envies the pheasant 

hens in their maternal role. The bright , lively wonder 

of the chicks brings forth to Connie a surge of maternal 

emotions followed immediately by despondency for the fruit 

lessness of her own womb . Connie's tears evoke the sympathy 

of the gamekeeper . 

Despite his previous unhappy relations with women , 

Mellors 
. to be rekindled by sympathy for 

al l ows his passion 

Connie. She submits to seduction , and , al though she does 

. . he craves Connie is compelled 
not achieve the satisfactions ' 

h fo r salvation from her previous 
to continue in her searc 
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sterile lif e . 

In he r struggle to overcome 
her intellectual reser-

vations in her relationship wi· th 
Mellors, Connie is like 

a knight on a quest · she pr 
' ogresses towards her goal but 

fails several times before achieving it . 
Her stubborn 

intellectual consciousness will not relinquish control; 

it will not allow her to give herself totall y, physically. 

Only when Connie has defeated her selfish intellectual 

will, can she achieve the freedom , satisfaction and warmth 

of sensuality. 

In their second encounter at the hut , Connie is eager 

to resume their physical expl oration of one another , but 

Mellors is hesitant ; he fears the inevitable condemn ation 

by society . Finall y , Mellors r e len t s , but , despi te the 

urgenc y of Connie ' s physical desire , he r in t ellectua l will 

maintains control. 

She did not understand t he beaut y he found 
in her , through touch of her s ec r e t bod~, 
almost the ecstacy of beauty . For passion 
alone is awake to it . And whe n passion is 
dead, or absent, then the magni f i cent t hr?b 
of beaut y is incompr ehensible and even a littl e 
despicable ; warm live beaut y of ~o~tact, s o 
much deeper than the beaut y of vi~io~ . 
For down in her she felt a new stirring , a _ 

. Ad she was half afraid. nakedness emerging. n . 
Half she wished he would not c ar ess her so . 

. h mehow Yet she He was encompassin g er s o · 
was waiting, waiting (LCL , p. 174 ) . 

h f eels wi t h Mellors , 
th sensations s e Although Connie enjoys e 

Primaril y cont rolled by her 
at thi s po int she is still 

int e ll ect. 
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Fin ally, it is Conn· , 

ie s st rong maternal desires which. 
ove r come her t enacious self-will. 

After an afternoon of 
cuddling and admiring the Flint 

baby, Connie acquiesces to 
Mellors' urgent sexual demands. 

They share an orgasm, and, 
suddenly , Connie feels a deep, · 

intuitive adoration for 

Mellors. In this encounter Connie has finally surrendered 

to passion and sensuality; consequently, she is reborn. 

Another self was alive in her b · 
1 , urning 

mo ten and soft in her womb and b 1 
d ·th th · owes , an w1 is self she adored him Sh 

adored him till her knees were we;k ase 
she walked. In her womb and bowels she 
was flowing and alive now and vulnerable 
and helpless in adoration of him as the ' 
most naive woman.--It feels like a child 
in me.--And so it did, as if her womb , 
that had always been shut, had opened 
and filled with new life, almost a 
burden, yet lovely (LCL , p. 185). 

Connie's immediate response is totally physical and is in 

direct opposition to the intellectual discussions of the 

Wragby group about the future when science can take over 

the conception of a child. Connie feels a sp ontaneous 

physical adoration for Mellors , and she wishes to be his 

mate and to bear his child. In the midst of her physical 

victory, Connie's intellectual faculty suddenly warns her 

that her adoration is a threat to her individual self-will , 

· f 1 that she is safe in but, for the time being, Connie ee s 

her emotions. Suddenly she seems to be on the verge of 

resurrection. 
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Although Connie's new h 
P ysical self has come into 

bei ng, he r old mental self h 
as not yet entirely yie lded 

to defeat. When Connie d M an ellors are next together, 

Connie decides that she would like to touch him as he 

t ouches her, but in the moment f · o intimacy a wave of fear 

drowns her sensuality, leaving only her mocking intel

lectualism. 

Cold and decisive her queer female mind st ood 
~part, and though she lay perfectly still , her 
impulse was to heave her l o ins , and throw the 
man o~t'. escape his ugly grip , and the butting 
overriding _of h~s absurd haunches. His body 
w~s a fo~lish , _impudent, imperfect thing , a 
little disgusting in its unfinished c lumsi
ness. For surely a complete evolution would 
eliminate this performance, this "funct ion " (.LCL, p. 227). 

Despite the fact that Connie had once defeated her intel

lectual will, in this moment she suffers suc h a resurgence 

of mental force that , ideologicall y, she is right back 

among the Wragby circle, totally den ying the physi cal life. 

However, at the instant of her seeming mental victory, 

Connie's desire to have Mellors in cl ose physical proximity 

1 · d · 1 " It was from herself she overcomes her menta ri icu e. 

h i· nward anger and resis-wanted to be saved , from er own 

Connie is at tance that possessed her!" ( LCL, P · 228) · 

last able to surrender herself unreservedly: 
II she knew 

Consummation was upon her, and she was 
herself touched , the 

gone. She was not , and she was born a 
She was gone, 

woman" 

( LCL , p . 2 2 9) . 
. i· s able to acknowledge her ap

Suddenly Connie 
. 1 , body and she unders tands 

Pre c i ation of the beauty of Me l ors ' 
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her own desire for the sensual life and the 

resurrect ion 
of the body. 

Connie ' s resurrected 1 se f is tested again when she 
and Mellors quarrel about the basi· c 

attitudes of the two 
genders; Connie cla1·ms that 11 h 

a e cares about is his 

own pleasure, a nd Mellors claims that she wants sex only as 

a rite of worship to enhance her mental self-consciousness. 

However, Connie's new sensuality overcomes her intellectual 

arguments . She gives in to Mellors. 

A dimness came over her, like a swoon. 
All her consciousness died and she stood 
there wide-eyed, looking at him from the 
unknown, knowing nothing anymore (LCL, p. 267). 

Once more Connie is able to submer ge her intellectualism 

and to come to Mellors in her full sensuality . She no 

longer fears, but worships, the phallus. At this point 

Connie has nearly reached the perfection of the physical 

life ; she needs only to l ose her shame of all physical 

functions. 

The new, sensual Connie astounds and excites Mellors 

by running naked through the rain y woods. After making 

love and decorating one another with flowers, Mellors 

t towards total acceptance leads Connie yet a furthers ep 

of her physical body. He strokes her and acknowledges 

Part of her physical reality, 
her excretory functions as a 

and therefore as part of the physical beauty of her. 



Tha ' rt real , tha art! Tha' t 
a bit of a bitch H r real, even 

. · ere tha shits an' 
here tha pisse~ : an' I lay my hand on 
'em both an' like thee for it. I like 
thee for it. Tha's got a proper , 
arse proud of it lf , , womans 

. ' . se , Its none ashamed 
of itself, this isna (LCL, p. 285 )_ 
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In this st atement, Mellors voices the antithesis of the 

wragby intellectual discussions, in which even the most 

noble functions of the human body were considered a burden. 

Mellors teaches Connie to have absolute acceptance of her 

physical self. 

In order to combat the overwhelming emphasis on intel

lectuality which was rampant in the early twentieth century, 

Lawrence felt it was necessary to go beyond balance, beyond 

moderation, and, sexuall y speaking , beyond vaginal pene-

tration. In denying bodily pleasure, intellectualism 

promotes the shame of bodily functions; Mellors' final 

lesson is to purge Connie of her inmo s t shame, that is, 

anal penetration. 

In the short summer night she learnt so much. 
She would have thought a woman would have 
died of shame. Instead of which, the shame . 
died. Shame , which is fear: the de~p organic 
shame, the old, old physical fe ar which crouches 
in the bodily roots of us , and can on~y be 
chased away by sensual fire, at l~st it wasf 

· t db · the phallic hunt o roused up and roo e Y t f the 
man and she came to the very hear ho had 

' lf She felt now , s e 
jungle of herse · of her nature, and 
come to th~ real bedrocks She was her sen
was essentially shameles h. d She felt a 

k d and unas ame • sual self , nae . So' That was 
triumph , almost a vainglory.s nothing left to 

. , There wa 1 how it really was. f She shared her u -
disguise or be ash~med O 

· another being (LCL , p. 3l2 )
timate nakedness wi th a man, 
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Wi t h t he loss o f her sham e, Connie loses the last pernicious 
ve s t i ge of in t ellectualism. 

Having been purged by burning 
sensualit y, Connie has truly 

experienced "the resurrection 
of the body. " She has 

come to understand the fear and in-

humanity perpetuated by intellectualism 
, and she has chosen 

instead the tenderness and compassion of the 
physical life. 

The child, conceived in the t d en erness shared by Mellors 

and Connie, is the culmination of Law , rence s novel of "the 

resurrection of the body. " Th b e aby represents the new 

generation, the future, the new age whi· ch t d mus respon to 

the old, destructi ve industrial a ge. 

Clifford ' s response to the possibility of Connie ' s 

having a baby is utterly intellectual and selfish. The 

baby is only an abstract ideal, a means of carrying on 

the Chatterley family name. Clifford ' s only initial reser

vation is that the child might take his place in Connie ' s 

life. True to his intellectual outlook , Clifford minimizes 

the significance of the conception and heredity of the child 

by emphasizing that any child of normal intelligence can be 

taught to be a Chatterley. Once again Clifford places his 

absolute confidence in education and the mental life. How-

d learns that his gamekeeper is the father ever, when Cliffor 

of Connie ' s baby, he responds as if the child of a servant 

. would be a mutant or freak : 
and a member of the aristocracy 

"You'd wonder . 

born " ( LCL, p. 368). 

that such beings were even allowed to be 

As an intellectual Clifford is adept 
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at handling the abstract but i·t · . . 

, is impossible for him 
to cope with realit y . Mu h h 

· c as e is shocked that Connie 

bas stooped so low, Clifford refuses to divorce her, simply 

to frustrate her plans for happiness , even though he knows 

that, unless he renounces the child, it will one day fall 

heir to Wragby. In the abstract , Clifford views the 

possibility of a child as a means of insuring the continua

tion of the industrial age. The child would also be a means 

of disguising his own impotence. In realit y, the child means 

nothing to Clifford; even the eventual loss of Wragby to the 

child of a servant is not as important as gaining revenge 

for Connie's betrayal of his class. 

Mellors' first reaction to Connie's pregnancy is to 

assume that he has been used. He assumes that just as the 

intellectual aristocracy has always used the working-class, 

so Connie has used him to fill the Chatterley family cradle. 

Even after Connie has assured him that it is he she wants 

to live with, Mellors continues to have reserva~ions about 

the future. 

. · bov s there's a There 's a bad time coming, · ' th 
. If th ' gs ao on as ey bad time coming! in . 0 

a re there's nothing lies in the futu~e 
, t· for these in-

but death and de st ru~ i~n~Y inside turn 
dustrial masse~. I :~ there you are, 
to water sometimes, a me (LCL, p. 373). 
going to have a baby by --

Ult imatel y , Mellors is an 

espouse the physical life. 

1 Wh o has chosen to intellectua 

Power to convert He has the 

Con ni e from the deadly 
h resurrection intellectual life tote 
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of the body, but because he is , in the f1·nal analysis, 

an intellectual, he has no trust in the future. His 

critic ism of th e world is an intellectual function. He 

believes only in the present, the flame of tenderness 

which he shares with Connie; the baby is but a by-product 

of that flame. Although he believes in the physical life , 

Mel lors is not resurrected. H1· f ·th · s a1 1n tenderness applies 

only to himself and Connie; he does not view tenderness as 

a cure for the ills of mankind. 

Connie experiences the resurrected life. Her desire 

for a baby comes as a result of an intuitive urge. Her 

maternal instincts become evident in the episodes concerning 

the chicks and the Flint baby . To Connie , her quest to 

finally achieve true tenderness and sensualit y can only 

result in her having a child. She tries to reassure Mellors 

about the baby, "Be tender to it , and that will be its 

future" (LCL, p. 347). Connie ' s instinctive trust of the 

physical life and of a future save d by tenderness is proof 

of her resurrection. 



CHAPTER IV 

In Lady Chatterley's Lover L 
--- ' awrence proposes the 

resurrection of the body as a solution to the crucial 

Problems of the industrial age . I nan abrupt reversal 

from his earlier nove l s, Lawrence no longer calls for 

balance and moderation, but instead for recognition, ac 

ceptance, and finally, adoration of the physical aspects 

of life. Balance is not a consideration of Lawrence's 

l ater protagonists; they renoun ce intellectualism and 

achieve re-birth through sensualit y . The theme of resur

rection of the body is found in The Virgin and the Gipsy 

and The Man Who Died as well as Lady Chatterley's Lover . 

In each story the protagonist rej ects empty ideals of mental 

life and embraces the sensual reality of the physical life. 

The primary action in each story is the resurrection of the 

protagonist by means of a sexual encounter . 

In the novella, The Man Who Died, the Man, a Christ

figure, returns to life after being crucified for having 

Although returned to life, the Man led a spiritual life. 

State Of disillusionment with his 
exists in a death-like 

Untl. 1 finally he is resurr ec ted by 
former spiritual life, 

his desire for the maiden of Isis . 
Lawrence condemns the 
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mental-spiritual life as a living 

death--only when true 
physical pass i on is felt, can 1 

life be resumed. 

The Virgin and _the Gipsy 
concerns a girl raised in a 

conventional, middleclass family who learns to feel a 

strong attraction for a gypsy and at the same time a strong 

repugnance towards the artificial values of her family. 

Yvette does not submit to the gypsy's desire until a dam 

bursts and the gypsy saves Yvette from the ensuing flood. 

He warms her back to life through sexual consummation , and 

she is resurrected into the physical life. Yvette finds 

in the physical life the meaning and fulfillment which were 

utterly lacking in her previous mental life. 

Reminiscent of Lady Chatterley' s Lover , bot h of these 

stories illustrate that resurrection is achieved through 

sexual intimacy with a secondary character who recognizes 

in the protagonist the potential for rebirth. In a com

parison of the protagonists, it is possible to draw some 

conclusions as to the nature of a potential resurr ected 

person. 

Like Connie Chatterley, both t he Man and Yvette become 

disillusioned with the mental life. 
The crowing of the cock 

brl· ngs him to the realization that he has 
awakens the Man and 

waste d his life. 
alone utterl y alone. 

In his own world he was '. a wo rld that 
d him were 1n 

These things aroun . lf had died , or had 
had died. But he hims~ ·t and all that re
been killed from out O 1 ' 
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mained now was the gr t 
disillusi on.l ea void nausea of 

A life devo t ed entirely to . . . 
vain spiritual ideals is ul-

timately wit bout true meaning or 
human intimacy. In much 

the same manner, Yvette comes to 
question and reject the 

va lues perpetuated by her family. T 
o Yvette, the air of 

her home is stagnant with false 
spirituality , ~onventionality, 

and dependence upon appearances rather than truth. Yvette 

longs for fresh air and, by extensi·on , spontaneity and 

passion. 

That was her constant refrain, to herself: 
Why was nothing important? Whether she was 
in chur~h, ?rat the part y of yo ung people , 
or dan~1ng in the hotel in the city, the 
same little bubble of a question r ose r e
repeatedly on her consciousness: Why was 
nothing important?2 

Instinctively she understands that her present life is 

trivial and that there must be a more fulfilli ng alternative. 

If disillusionment with the mental life is the first 

step towards resurrection, then the second logical s tep 

is to seek an alternative. However, this st ep is difficult 

and prolonged; the protagonist must turn away from the men -

h · 1 1·fe Just as Connie tal life and actively seek the P ysi ca i • 

had difficulty surrendering her self-will , so the Man muS t 

1 . Mawr and The Man Who Died (New 
D. H. Lawrence, St. - 168 --Xdditional re fe rences 

York: Vintage Books , 195~) , P: h . t t using the abbre
to this source will be given int e ex 
Viation MWD . 

2 . in and the Gipsy (New York: 
D. H. Lawrence, ~ Vir!dd'tiontlreferences to this 

Bantam Books, 1976), p. 59 . ti in ~ the abbreviation VAG. 
sour ce wi ll be given in the tex us 0 



struggle to resume life . 
The Man undergoes a healing 

period of noli me tangere until h 
- e is sufficiently re-

covered from the deathliness of the mental life to ac -

cept physical love and r ebirt h. 1·k 
i ewise, Yvette, al -

though almost immediately attracted to the gypsy's mas-

culinity and arrogance, is easily diverted by her daily 

activities and her friendship with the Eastwoods. The 

decision to abandon the mental life in favor of the 

physical life and resurrection of the body is difficult 
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and is, in each case, a decision made with much hesitation. 

The abandonment of the mental self-will is absolutely 

necessary before resurrection through sensuality can be 

effected. The protagonist must become utterly vulnerable. 

Connie Chatterley struggled mightily to defeat her self

will through a series of sexual encounters with Mellors 

culminating in anal sex. Conversely, when Yvette's self

will resists the desires of the gypsy, she herself is the 

loser: 

She felt rather like Peter when the ~ock crew , 
as she denied him. Or rather, she did ~ot deny 
the gipsy· she didn't even care about his part 
in the sh;w, anyhow. It_was some hidden part 
of herself which she denied: that part 

f S edly responded to mysteriously and uncon es 1 k 
him. And it was a strange , lu~trous(V1Gacpp. 81-82). 
cock which crew in mockery of er --' 

. force of the flood to compel 
It would take the threatening 

In the 
Subml·t to her physical desires. 

Yvette finally to 
1 t his own vulnerability as 

same manner, the Man contemp a es 



he submits to the touch of th . 
e maiden of Isis. 

Shall I give myself into . 
I give myself into thi t th1 s touch? Shall 
tortured me to death w~tho~~h? Men have 
Yet this girl of Isis is te1r touch. 
of healing. I am a phys1·a· ender flame 

. c1an, yet r 
hav~ no ~eal1ng like the flame of this 
t~nl~rL~~rl. The flame of this tender 
g1r_. 1 e the first pale crocus of the 
spring. _How could I have been blind to 
t~e healing and bliss in the crocus
like body of a tender woman! Oh ten
derness! More terrible and lovei th 
the death I died (MWD, p. 196 ). y an 
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The Man's vulnerability is his victory; at the very moment 

he is fully aroused by the maiden, he is resurrected. 

Yvette feels desire and indecision until the flood, repre

senting the overwhelming emphasis of sterile ideals of the 

Saywell family, finally destro ys the house , drowns the op

pressive grandmother, and drives Yvette to seek the warmth 

of sensuality. Thought t o be drowned , Yvette is dis covered 

safe in her bed, having been resurrected by her sexual con

tact with the gypsy. The resurr ection of the Man is similar. 

He has undergone the painful sacrifice of crucifixion and 

the death-like state of healing and indeci sion before he 

is finally resurrected by the touch of the maiden. 

The qualities which set protagonists capable of resur-

other Ch~racters are their dissati sfaction rection apart from 

t 1 11. fe, their hesitation and with the swindle of the men a 

eventually, in the utter 
long deliberation culminating, 

f. 11 the sacrifice 
abandonment of the mental life, and ' ina Y, 

b · l ·ty requisite for resurrection. 
of self-will for the vulnera 1 1 
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In contr ast, the unredeemed 

' playing before a facade of 
r ealit y, re ve l in the mental life. 

They cling to their 
loves as possessions and to th · . 

eir possessions as objects 
t o enhan ce their self image. M 1 oreover, the unredeemed live 
in a world of empt y ideals h rat er than one of reality. 

In both The Virgin and the Gips y and The Man Who Died -- -- -- ___ , 
Lawrence presents a cast of unr d d e eeme characters as foils 

f or the protagonists. 

The peasant of The Man Who Died l oves onl y as a means 

of enhancing his own self image. His love of the cock and 

the ass is only in terms of the value t he y add to his image 

of himself . He does not allow them their freedom for fear 

that they might stray or be stolen; without his possessions, 

the peasant would be nothing. Likewise, the peasant's 

generosity to the Man is based on conni ve r y rather than on 

love. He hopes that , by refusing the Man's gold, he might 

receive an even better reward . The Man obse r ves that the 

peasant is not worthy of r esurrection ; he is a thing of the 

earth and worthy only of tilling. 

Madeline's love of the Man is a love of giving- - a 

spiritua l love. Howe ver , constant giving because of the 

t · ct 1 i· s demeaning to the benefactor belief in an abstrac 1 ea 

and a burden to the beneficiar y. Madeline's spiritual l ove 

t l· cteal rather than reality . is a love of the abstrac 
Even 

he is resurrected , Madeli ne re f us es 
after the Man denies that 

to believe the truth. 



She we nt away pertu b 
she we nt, her mind ~ -ed and shattered . Yet as 
r eality, and she co ~s carded the bitterness of 

h 
nJured up tat the Master was . rapture and wonder 

was risen , the Savio~is~~eand was not dead. He 
worker! He was ris ' b exalter, the wonder-

d 
en, ut not a 

Go , who should not b t s man ; as pure 
who should be rapt awea ~uched by flesh, and 

h Y into Heave I t e most glori ous and m t n. twas 
miracles (MWD, p. 176 )_ 0 s ghostly of the 
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The worship of ideals denies the realit y and the needs of 

the individual. Thus, Madeline h ' w O is completel y out of 

touch with reality, is also incapable of lovi· ng another or 

of finding redemption. 

In The Virgin and the Gi ps y, Lawrence introduces a 

number of fascinating unredeemabl e cha r acters; however, 

this study will be confined t o the examination of Mater 

and Cissie. 

The Mater of the Saywell family is the antithesis of 

the healthy physical lif e . As Yvette becomes more aware 

of the fraud of her family ' s ideals and conventions, s he 

finds her hatred focused up on her grandmother . 

It was Granny whom she came to detest with all 
her soul. That obese old woman, sitting there 
in her blindness like some great r ed-b lotched 
fungus, her neck swallowed between her heaped-up 
shoulders and her r olling , ancient chins , s o 
she was neckless as a double potato , her Yvette 
really hated , with that pure , sheer hatred whi~h 
is almost joy. Her hate was s~ clea~, that while 
she was feeling strong, she enJ oyed it (VAG, P· 96). 

As the epitome of the unredeeme d character, the Ma ter controls, 

h f 
·1 By fe i gning total depende nce 

rat er than loves , he r ami Y· 

on her children, Mater bonds them to herself . 



Grann y wa 1 s a ways th 
ido l o f old flesh _ere, like some awful , consumin g 11 Th ere was only oner a the attention oom fore · there sat the old lad . verybody. And 
keeping an acrid guar~,o~~;h Aunt Cissie 
must be oresented fir t her. Everybody 
ready to be genial ssh tl~kGrannv: she was 
h d t k ' e i ed compa Sh a o now who everybod ny. e 
came from every • Y was, where they 

' . circumstance of th . 
And then, when she was a f . eir lives. 
hold of the conversationu(v:~t she could get 

_ , p. 16). 

The grandmother's one purpose in life is to control, 

whether by dependence, knowledge, or the purveyance of 
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unrealistic ideals. The Mater and the peasant are similar 

types: power and oossession are their means of self-

enhancement . 

Furthermore, Aunt Cissie shares Madeline ' s penchant 

for devoting her life to unrealistic ideals. Aunt Cissie 

is an eminent example of one who devotes her life t o an 

ideal. Cissie has given up all hope of passion and love 

in order to dedicate her life to Mater. 

Aunt Cissie's life had been sacrificed t o the 
Mater, and Aunt Cissie knew it , and the Mater 
knew she knew it. Yet as the years went on, 
it became a convention. The convention of 
Aunt Cissie's sacrifice was accepted by ever y
body including the self-same Cissie. She 
prayed a good deal about it. Which also_ 
showed that she had her own private feelings 
somewhere poor thing. She ceased to be 
Cissie she had lost her life and her sex. 
And no~ she was creeping towards fifty, 
strange' green flares of rage would ~ome up 
in her and at such times, she was insane (VAG , p. 6 ). 

/ 

f C. ·e's character, Lawrence 
In this concise description o issi 

Points out the danger of living for an ideal . 
In de voting 

. old woman, Cissie 
her life to the care of the cunning 



nega t es herself. She h as sacrificed her own physical 
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ne eds t o sustain and comfort her paras1·t1· c 
mother. . The 

denial of her physical lf 
se has driven her to madness. 

The Mater, by her very ex · t 
is ence,squelches Cissie's identity. 

Cissie, like Madeline of The Man Who Di·ed, 
is trapped into 

the habit of love which gives 
excessively. Cissie realizes 

that she has been manipulated by her mother , and yet she is 

unable to extricate herself because her only · identity lies 

in her duty to her mother. 

Lawrence's resurrection stories include three types 

of characters: the resurrected, the unredeemed and the 

agents of resurrection. The agents of resurrection have 

special traits of their own. Each of these agents has been 

able to conform to the expectations of the mental world, 

but each has chosen to withdraw from the mental world of 

progress and success. The gypsy , like Mellors. quits the 

army where he has achieved considerable success and repu

tation, and he resumes his old life as a gypsy. His most 

persistent trait is a concentrated arrogance towards the 

futile mental life: "The curious dark, suave purit y of 

h ·ersey· a purit y like all his body, outlined int e green J · 

2) In the same manner , the maiden a living sneer" (VAG. p. 3 · 

the world ,· she might have 
of Isis holds herself aloof from 

she chooses to await the 
married a Caesar or Anthony , but 

re- born Man. 



Like 

So she had waited. For all 
soldi e rs or politician . the men were 

t . sin the Roman 11 asser ~ve, manly, splendid spe , 
of an inward meanness _apparently, but 
Rome and Egypt alike ha~nl~~adequacy. And 
unroused. And she was a t her alone, 
she would not give hersel;o;an to herself, 
She would wait for the lotuso~ rea~ons. 

o stir (MWD, p. 190). 
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Mellors' withdrawal to Wragby f 
orest, both the gypsy 

and the maiden have withdrawn from the mental world; only 

the meeting with a potentially resurrected character brings 

them back to "life." 

A second trait common to the agents of resurrection is 

that they are capable of recognizing the potential of the 

protagonists. Just as Mellors recognizes Connie ' s dis

satisfaction at their first meeting. so too between the 

gypsy and Yvette passes a flicker of recognition , a secret 

knowledge evident only to the two of them . 

And as he loped slowly past her on his flexible 
hips, it seemed to her still that he was stronger 
than she was. Of all the men she had e ver. seen, 
this one was the only one who was stronger than 
she was in her own kind of strength, her own 
kind of'understanding (VAG , p . 33). 

Similarly, when the maiden of Isis is called upon to examine 

the malefactor, she is touched by the sight of his wounds 

and she recognizes his redemptive potential: 

There was a beauty of much suff~rin~ , and the 
f finer life in the 

strange calm_candour O f For the first 
delicate ugliness of the ace . . k at the 
time, she was touched on tht~ quofica fine flame 

· as if the ip sight of a man, It was the first 
of living had touched h~~-kinds of feelings 
time. Men had roused a h d her with the 
in her , but never had touc e 
flame-tip of life (~, p. 193 ). 
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Like the gypsy, the maiden 

sees beyond the surface ap-
pear ance o f the protagonist 

and finds the potential for 
r esurrection. Although the 

agent participates in the 

resurrection of the protagonist b 
Y seducing him, the agent 

is not himself resurrected. 

Implicit in the idea of resurrection is the idea of 

an altered future. 

to the protagonist. 

As each story ends, the future belongs 

As a newly resurrected character, the 

protagonist is totally physical with an optimistic view of 

the future in which the world might be redeemed through 

tenderness and sensualit y . The agent , on the other hand , 

is a balanced character in the mold of Birkin of Women in 

Love. He has rejected the· totall y mental life but is 

without faith in the future of a totally physical life. 

He is able to effect the resurrecti on of another , but not 

strong enough to surv ive the influence of intellectualism 

in the future. Thus, as we have seen in Lady Chatterley' s 

Lover, Mellors, himself a rebel against th e mental life , 

gradually effects the rebirth of Conni e thr ough a s eri es 

of intense sexual encounters. Connie ' s fa ith in the power 

ld · implicit in her desire of tenderness to change the wor is 

On the Other hand , Mell ors cannot over
to have a child. 

come his pessimism about the future. 
After several at t empts 

fin a lly suc ceeds in 
to lure Yvette to his camp , the gyps y 

h from the fl ood , thus 
"warming " her after saving er 

inst i gati ng Yvette's rebirth. 
As a resul t, Yvet t e gains 



a new unders t andin g_ of herself and of 
realit y . As the 
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Stor y· ends , Yve t te has achieved a new t 
s rength for the 

fu ture, but the gyps y has become pathetic and unimportant. 

Fi nall y, the maiden of Isis makes the Man ' s resurrection 

possible by arousing his sexual passion , but she remains 

behind on the remote island to raise their child while 

the Man goes on to face the future: 

I have sowed the seed of my life and my 
resurrection , and put my touch fore ver 
upon the choice woman of this day , and 
I carry her perfume in my flesh like 
essence of roses. She is dear to me in 
the middle of my being. But the gold 
and flowing serpent is coiling again , 
to sleep at the root of my tree. So 
let the boat carry me. Tomorrow is 
another day (MWD, p. 211). 

Only the resurrected characters , totall y immersed in the 

physical life, are strong enough to endure and change the 

future. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Balance between the mental and physical forces in life 

is essential to all successful individuals and harmonious 

relationships in early Lawrence novels. Exclusive depen-

ctence on either intellectuality or sensuality results in 

ruin and despair. Those characters who are incapable of 

moderating the mental and physical aspects of their lives 

ultimately fail and are rejected or destroyed. 

In both Sons and Lovers and The Rainbow, the protago-

nists learn to appreciate balance by experiencing unsuc-

cessful relationships. In Sons and Lovers , Paul Morel re

jects first the spirituality of Miriam and then the sensuality 

of Clara because neither woman is capable of satisfying all of 

his needs. A successful mate must satisfy both the intellectual 

and physical sides of Paul ' s personality. The first two gen

erations of the Brangwen family, introduced in The Rainbow, 

are relatively successful in achieving balanced relationships, 

or are at least able to achieve a working compromise, but, 

as time progresses and society becomes more complex, it is 

B to 
Ursula' a thJ_.rd generation rangwen , 

more difficult for 
Both Skrebensky and Winifred 

achieve a balanced relationship. 

ea
ch believe in intellectual ideas 

are rejected because they 
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Whi ch negate the humanity f 
o the individual. 
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On the other 
band , Arthur Schofield, at t 

o ally physical character, holds 

some lastin g attraction for Ursula but b . 
' , ecause of his utter 

1ack of in te llectuality, he t • 
oo is rejected. Finally, in 

women in Love, the comparative happiness of Birkin and 

Ursula is contrasted to the misery and destruction of Gerald 

and Gudrun. There are two opposing camps, Breadalby and the 

Pompadour , the intellectuals and the sensualists; Ursula and 

Birkin find a balance by withdrawing from society, while 

Gerald and Gudrun, who represent oppos ite poles , are bent 

on destruction. The Lawrencian protagonist in these early 

nove ls strives to maintain a physical-mental balance in his 

life. When the character's life is in balance , he perceives 

the world as ordered; however , when a character views the 

world from an entirely mental or physical viewpoint, then 

his understanding is limited and the world seems to be 

chaotic. At this point, the unbalanced character frequently 

tries to impose some sort of discipline on his world, as 

Gerald Crich attempts to control by sadism. Characters, 

1 Herml·one and Gerald and also the such as the intellectua 

who do not achieve balance, sensual Anthony and Minette, 

are rejec ted . early novels there can be no In Lawrence's 

h 1 h . where there is no balance. ea thy relations 1p 

later, in Lawrence 's~ 
However , twelve years 

Balance is 
fl.nd a radical change. 

Chatterl~ Lo ver , we 

• ble solution. no lon ge r de emed a via 
The wor ld has become 
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the tragic v i c tim o f intellectual 

progress. The effect 
of industrial ization seems to be the negation of 

the physi
cal self . In Lady Chatterley, s L 

over , The Virgin and the ----,Q_j. PSY, and The Man Who _Died, we 
find no advocacy of balance 

but rather the demand for the , 
'resurrection of the body. " 

' 

Lawrence's choice of the term 
"resurrection of the body" 

is significant because it connotes 
so much beyond a simple 

revival or re-emergence of the physical aspects of life. 

Lawrence uses the word "resurrection " to connote Christ

like sacrificial death and an ascension from this death-like 

state to a new, higher level of life. Thus , Lawrence in 

his later stories sees the mental world as an unredeemed 

world from which only a few exceptional individuals are capable 

of resurrection . Following World War I, the emphasis on 

intellectualism had become so intense that Lawrence felt 

that a solution much more drastic than mere "balance " was 

called for . Lady Chatterley' s Lover was written with tbe 

intention of shocking the public out of its mental lethargy; 

it was Lawrence's antidote to the "tragic age•" 

The fact that Connie Chatterley becomes totall y dis

illusioned with her mental life and realizes that her youth 

gl·ves her the potential to be a and sensuality are wasted 

resurrected person. like the protagonists of Lawrence's She, 

decision between Clifford, early novels , is faced with the 

and Mellors, who has re
who ep itomi zes the mental life , 

has espoused the physical 
nounced the mental life and who 



lif e . However, Connie is not seeking 
balance; in a series 

of s even intimate scenes b t 
e ween Connie and •tell ors, she 
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g·radually strips herself of 
every vest ige of intellectualism. 

Whe n she has finally abandoned her lf . 
_ se entirely to the life 

of sensuality, she finds herself " • .. born: a woman. 111 

Although Mellors is the agent of Connie's resurrection, he 

himself is not resurrected in the body. This becomes evident 

in their views of their child ' s chances for the future. 

Mellors is pessimistic; he has little hope that his child's 

world will be any better than his own. Connie, on the other 

hand, sees a new world blossoming in the warmth of tenderness 

whic h is a product of the physical life. Lady Chatterley 's 

Lover was thought by its first misguided readers to be merely 

a titillating sex novel when in reality it was Lawrence's 

solution to the problem of the tragic inhumanity of the world 

which Lawrence believed was the direct result of an over

emphasis on intellectualism. 

In a similar manner, each of Lawrence's two shorte r 

stories, The Virgin and the Gipsy and The Man Who Died, r ecounts 

the resurrection of the protagonists to the physical life. By 

t . of these shorter works, comparing the characters and ac i ons 

conclusions about the traits of it is possible to draw some 
The protagonists 

the redeemed and the unredeemed characters. 

Wl
.th the mental life and are painfully purged 

are dissatisfied 
they can be resurrected into 

of their intellectualism before 

Lover (New York: 
lD . H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterley's 

Grove Press, 1977) , p. 229. 
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The unredeemed are content to live 

in the world of ideals and materialism. 
Like Mellors, the 

agents of redemption live the physical 
11

.f 
e, but are not 

part of the future. 

Lawrence's protagoni~ts who undergo resufrection into the 

physical world are treated as exceptional characters . 
They 

rebel against the mental world. Unlike the unredeemable , 

they understand the loss of joy that results from the neglect of 

bodies. They see the swindle of ideals which promise all 

to the masses and deny everyt hing to the individual. 

In his l ater stories, Lawrence no l onger strives for 

balance within his characters and their relati onships. 

Rather, he tries to demonstrate to his readers the possibility 

of and the necessity for the resurrection of the body . The 

turn to the body, the total emphasis on the physical aspects 

of life, is for Lawrence an antidote to the overwhelming 

intellectualism which he sees poisoning and perverting every 

aspect of life. 
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